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gg (ABSTRACT)—¤i

Q' The commercial peanut dryers used today were first conceived when energy was relatively inex-
\J pensive. Since then, energy costs have increased significantly, and more efficient peanuts dryers are

desirable. To evaluate dryer efficiency, a mobile fan test facility was designed, built and calibrated
for on·site fan airflow and energy measurements. Four-, six-, and eight·trailer peanut dryers were 1
tested for performance. The characteristics observed were delivery of fan airflow as compared to i
manufacturers’ ratings, air distribution to each of the trailer supply ports, plenum leaks, and energy f
savings achieved by the use of flow controls. For testing, air to the dryer fan was provided by a :
centrifugal supply fan, where the flowrate was determined by measuring the pressure drop across
acalibratedperforated plate positioned between the two fans. Airflow through each of the trailer i

supply ports was determined in a similar manner by measuring the pressure drop across calibrated
resistance plates. Measured airüow to the trailers from dryer fans was found to be 75 to 100% of
the airflow given by the manufacturers ratings. Air distribution was poor in dryers with no baffle.
However, the installation of a baffle resulted in significant improvement in air distribution. The
baffle a pressure rise which reduced total airflow up to 5%. Based on a recommended airflow of
0.167

m’/s
per m3 of peanuts, fan inlets were restricted to reduce airflow, and energy savings as high

as 35% were achieved. Repairs on poorly maintained dryers increased flowrate from 3 to 7%.
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Introduction

Commercial peanut drying equipment has remained relatively unchanged for many years. Although
some are constructed of wood, peanut dryer plenums are normally horizontal steel cylinders 1.82 m
in diameter. A typical commercial peanut dryer is depicted in Figure 1. Air is normally supplied
by axial fans powered by three·phase electric motors, ranging from 5.60 to 11.2 kW. These fans,
having 4 to 9 blades, are mounted in housings 0.91 to 1.22 m in diameter. Flow vanes are installed
around the periphery of the housing downstream of the fan blades to remove the rotational com-
ponent of the airflow. A propane burner is installed just downstream from the fan motor. The fan
housing is either mounted directly to the plenum, or on a wooden frame and connected to the
plenum by a canvas duct. Since the dryer plenum is larger than the fan housing, air entering the
plenum must pass through an abrupt expansion. Air enters the trailers through four to eight supply

· ports, one for each trailer. These ports, equipped with sliding gates to reduce or shut off the air,
are located on both sides of the plenum. The port openings are approximately 0.74 m square and
spaced 3.05 m on center. A wooden frame is placed around the port by nailing through the metal
surrounding the opening. A canvas duct is installed around this frame and kept in place by nailing
other wood strips on top of it. In order to attach the canvas duct to the trailer, another wooden,
frame is constructed so that it fits inside the trailer plenum, which is normally 0.34 by 1.16 m. The
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canvas is clamped to this frame by wood strips nailed over it. In some cases, rubber '

weatherstripping is added to improve the seal between the trailer plenum and the frame. Spring
loaded clips, bolted to the back of the trailer, hold the canvas duct frame to the trailer plenum.
The trailers have floors made of perforated metal, which allows air to pass through from the

plenumbelow.Typically,peanuts are left to dry in the field for several days after digging. Depending onweatherconditions,
the moisture content is reduced to 25 percent wet basis, or lower, after which they

areloadedinto trailers. These trailers are then taken to a peanut dryer, where the peanuts aredriedbefore
they am unloaded. The peanuts are considered dry once they have reached a

moisturecontentof 10 percent wet basis. With the air heated to 35 °C, and a recommended airflow rate
of0.167m’/s per

m’
of peanuts (Beasley and Dickens, 1963), this will take from two to threedays.Since

aflatoxin may be produced in as little as 24 hours in peanuts above 10 percent moisture E
content (Mirocha and Christensen, 1982), an insuflicient drying rate increases the potential
foraflatoxinproduction.

E

Since the plenum diameter remains constant, the average air velocity decreases towards thedown-stream
end as air exits through the ports. This drop in velocity results in an increase in

staticpressure.The highest velocity and therefore lowest static pressure occurs just as the air enters
thedryerplenum. Hence, with no device to direct airflow inside the plenum, the two opposingportsclosest

to the fan receive much less air than the others, often resulting in underdrying of these E
trailers, while the other trailers are overdried. For this reason, farmers often do not use the first
twosupplyports, so that dryer capacity is wasted, which means that the farmer is paying for a
longerdryerplenum and a longer shed with no return on his investment. Peanuts that couldotherwisebe

drying have to wait and risk spoilage. Flow vanes or baflles within the plenum would help
toredistributethe air, and provide the same airflow to each of the trailers. Drying times would be I

more easily predicted if all trailers received approximately the same amount of air, whereby reducing

Introduction 3
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risk of under- or overdrying the peanuts. In addition, trailers would not have to be shufiled
around to ensure proper drying. These factors would increase drying production through the dryer.

Many of the dryers used today are old and poorly maintained. Wooden frames resting ontheground
usually support the dryer, but these eventually rot, and if not replaced, the plenumrustswhere

it touches the soil. The sheds covering the dryers often leak, and water falls onto the joints V
of the plenum. If these joints are not sealed, water collects there and promotes rust. Thecanvasfrom

the dryer plenum to the trailer slowly weathers and cracks. After continual removal and in- V
sertion, the wood on the trailer plenum frames wears away, and the joints become loose. The E
spring clips which hold them in place often break or are rendered useless by rust. With a loose seal V
to the trailer, air leaks out. All of these factors allow air to escape unused, adding to the farmer’s E
cost of production. Although not covered in this research, the trailers often fall into disrepair,andif

left unattended, can cause additionallosses.V

Towards the end of the drying season, the dryers are not always loaded to capacity. Thismeansthat
some of the ports must be closed, forcing more air into those ports left open. Restricting the E

fan inlet would reduce airflow. A control to provide optirnum airflow would save the farmer money V
by reducing energy consumption by the fan andburner.V

In order to determine the improvements of any dryer modification, a suitable method of testing V
peanut dryer performance is desired. Perfonnance can be defined in many ways. Twoimportantaspects

are the fan performance and the dryer performance. Fan performance can bedeterminedby

comparing the amount of air the fan delivers to its manufacturer’s rating. Dryerperformanceis
related to how air is distributed to each of the trailer supply ports and to losses incurred between

the fan and trailers.
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Measuring the air that exits each of the supply ports can be used to determine air distribution. The
measured total flowrate exiting the ports indicates the fan delivery to the trailers, but is of no use
in determining the leakage. If the leakage is unknown, fan performance cannot be accurately
measured, since some of the delivered air is taken into account. Thus, a means of measuring total
air supplied to the fan is desired. The difference between the airflow supplied to the fan and the
amount exiting the supply ports is the leakage. However, to properly evaluate the fan performance,
the pressure drop across the fan must be measured in addition to measuring the total flow. Due
to disturbances caused by the propane burner and air entry into the plenum, accurate measurements
are difficult. Some other means of estimating the pressure drop across the fan is required.

II
I
II

II
IIII
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1

Objectives
{

1. To develop an on-site field test procedure to determine peanut dryer performance by:

a. Measuring total flow into a peanut dryer.

b. Measuring airflow rate from each dryer plenum port to determine air leakage and air dis-
tribution.

2. To compare fan airflow ratings acquired from field tests with those supplied by the manufac-
turers.

3. To determine the increased dryer performance after repairs were made to the plenum, ports,
and ducts to trailers.

4. To determine a method of uniformly distributing the air through each of the ports.

5. To determine energy savings achieved by retrofitting inlet restrictions on the fan.

Objectivcs 6
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Literature Review I‘ I
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I
I

IBasic AirflowPrinciplesI

Fluid flow is generally divided into two main types, turbulent and laminar. With turbulent flow, I
I

the most common in engineering practice, fluid particles move in irregular patterns (Streeter and :
Wylie, 1979). When laminar, fluid particles flow in layers. This phenomenon is due to the viscous I

Ieffects of the fluid dampening out the turbulent tendencies. The type of flow is determined by a I
dimensionless factor called the Reynoldsnumber,I

I
IRe = —’i3—l/— [1]I
I

I
I
II
I
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1I

where Re = Reynoldsnumberp

= fluid viscosity [N.r/mz]D

= characteristic diameter or length [m] ,
V= fluid velocity [m/s] E
p = fluid density [kg/mg] E

Units are chosen such that the Reynolds number is dimensionless. Laminar flow occurs when the E
Reynolds number is low, typically below 2000, and changes to turbulent flow as the Reynolds E
number increases. Between these two types of flow, the fluid flow passes through a critical zone :
and a transitionzone.Since

fluid How is not frictionless, losses occur, and these losses depend on whether the How
islarninaror turbulent. This effect is best typified in the Moody diagram for pipe How (Streeter
andWylie,1979). Pressure, or head, loss is given in terms of a non·dimensional variable called

thefrictionfactor,
L21 E

D 2g :

Ewhere f= friction factor [
L = pipe length [m]

é
D = pipe diameter[m]V=

average Huid velocity in pipe[m/s]g

= gravitational constant [kg m/sz]
I ÖLiterature Review 8



On the Moody diagram, the friction factor is plotted against the Reynolds number, both on loga-
rithmic axes. Laminar flow produces a straight line with a slope of -1, and the relationship between
the friction factor and the Reynolds number is,

..Äf- Re [3]

“ Combining Equations [2] and [3],

-ß..4K[V“ Re 0 2g [4]

Combining Equations [1] and [4],

. - .9*; .4.KFV pDV D 2g
[5]

_ 32pLV
ußzs

This equation demonstrates that, for larninar flow, head loss due to frictional flow is proportional

to the velocity of the fluid.

}
. . . IAt high Reynolds numbers, the fnction factor approaches a constant value,

i

I1<=—-Ä [6]
LX. I
D 2g

I

where K = constant I

I
In this case, head loss is proportional to the square of the velocity.

I
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I

The relationship between the fiiction factor and the Reynolds number is more complicated in the
critical and transition zones, and is not discussed here.

One can consider a fluid flowing through several parallel pipes of varying diameters. The total head
loss would be the sum of the head losses in each of the individual pipes. Some flow may be
laminar, and some may be turbulent. In addition, some flow may be in the transition zone. Using
a characteristic diameter to determine an apparent velocity based on the total flowrate, the head
losses can be described as,

'7= l<I V«+l<Q V3 [7]

where kl, lol = constants
Va = apparent velocity

Airflow through Peanuts II
I
I
I

Pressure losses of air flowing through an agzicultural crop for drying behaves in a fashion similarI

to Equation [7], since the spaces between the crop material has varying cross·sectional areas for I
I

airflow. For a given flowrate of air through a crop, the actual velocity varies throughout the crop, I
while the apparent velocity is constant for a constant cross·sectional area. I

I
I
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Much research has been done on the pressure drop of air flowing through agicultural crops. To
describe the relationship between the flowrate and the associated pressure drop, Equation [7] is not
generally used. Noting that the exponeut of V varies between 1 and 2, it can be written as,

AP = a V: [8]

where AP= pressure drop
a, n= constants ,1$rz$2

Shedd (1953) determined the airflow resistance of several gaius and seeds. He used gain depths
of 1.22 or 2.74 m in a bin, 2.13 by 2.13 m, and 3.96 m deep with a false, perforated floor. Air
flowrate was determined using a displacement method. He plotted flowrate per unit area of air
through the gaius and seeds against the pressure drop per unit depth on logarithmic axes. If the
lines were straight, he described the pressure·flow relationship using a form of Equation [8],

bQ = ¤ P [9]
I

where Q = flowrate per unit floor area
P = pressure drop per unit gain depth f
a = value of Q when P isunityb

= slope of curve on logarithmicaxes[

Shedd discovered that the lines produced were not very linear, but slightly convex upward.
Brooker(1969)broke the line into several sections, deterrnining values for a and b for each section.Shedd’swork

also included the flow of air through peanuts, but did not show the effect of moisturecontentor
foreigimaterial.Steele

(1974) did extensive research on the resistance of peanuts to airilow. He used peanutdepthsof
1.22 m and measured the static pressure at depths of 0.30, 0.61, 0.92 and 1.22 m. Airflow

rangedLiteratureReview ll



from 0.025 to 0.51 mz/s per mz of floor area. His work included the effects of foreignmaterial,loose
shelled kemels, as well as moisture content. Resistance was lower at higher moisture
con-tents.When plotted on logarithmic axes, the pressure-flow relationship was more linear than in Ü
Shedd’s case, and consequently, Equation [9] could be used to describe it. Steele also included a 1
correction factor based on moisture content, and obtained the followingequation,_

APnVa-0.0184<-——RL [10] Z

where Va = apparent velocity [m/s] i
AP = pressure drop across peanuts[Pa]L

= peanut depth[m]R
= moisture correction factor E

Ü I1 =0.618R

was determined from, Ü

R = 0.962 + 0.00392 Mdb[11]where

R = moisture correction factor
Md), = moisture content, dry basis [%]

The airflow rates used for drying peanuts vary considerably. Beasley and Dickens (1963) recom-
mended a minimum rate of 0.167 mz/s per mz of peanuts, and higher rates for peanuts with initial
moisture contents exceeding 30 percent, wet basis. Lambert (1969) recommended flowrates ranging
from 0.125 to 0.417 mz/s per mz of peanuts for initial moisture contents ranging from 20 to 40
percent, wet basis, and 0.167 m3/s per

m’
of peanuts at 25 percent moisture content. The higher

flowrates were for the shallower peanut depths.Literature Review I2



Troeger and Butler (1980) used two flowrates, 0.208 and 0.417 m3/s per
m’

of peanuts in their ex-
periments. The former was referred to as the recommended minimum, and the latter as the rate
frequently used by peanut producers. They found that the higher flowrate significantly reduced the
difference in moisture content between the top and bottom of the peanut bed, particularly for
peanuts with high initial moisture contents. However, this higher rate increased the heat-energy
consumption by 74 percent, while reducing the drying time by only 20 percent. It caused no no-
ticeable differences in milling quality. Lower tlowrates may result in non·uniform drying between
the top and bottom, causing split kernels in the bottom, and mold growth on the top. The addi-
tional cost associated with the higher flowrates may be partly compensated for by increased peanut
quality.

Airflow Measurement

Many methods of airflow measurement have been developed and standardized. Some methods are
well·suited to certain situations.

Shaped Nozzles

Shaped nozzles, which come in various sizes, can be used for airflow measurements. The size range
allows a size to be chosen for a particular range of flowrates. A standard nozzle is given by AMCA
(1985) and is shown in Figure 2. The convergence profile is based on an ellipse, whose minor axis

Literature Review 13



is 0.667 times the major axis. Air pressure is measured at the inlet duct to the nozzle, and at the
nozzle throat. This measurement is taken by installing 4 pressure taps, 90° apart, around the cir-
cumference of the upstream duct and the nozzle throat. The 4 pressure taps are used to determine
the average static pressure, and are connected using a piezometer ring. Flowrate is determined
based on the nozzle size, the pressure diiferential across it, and the physical properties of the air.
The governing equations are given in AMCA (1985).

The volumetric flowrate through the nozzle, at the nozzle throat is,
II

CA,Y,/2AP/p,Q:= 'i“'"lZ'“"' [12] I„/ 1 — E ß
I

where Q, = flowrate through nozzle throat [m3/s]
A, = area of nozzle throat [m2]

AP = pressure drop across nozzle [Pa]
Ip, = air density at nozzle throat [kg/mg] I
I

E = energyfactorI

= 1.043 for ductapproachß

= ratio of nozzle throat diameter to approach ductdiameterY=
expansion factor I

I

C= nozzle dischargecoetiicientI

The discharge coeüicient varies according to the Reynolds number. However, the Reynolds
num-berdepends on the air velocity, which cannot be determined without the discharge coeflicient. The I

IReynolds number is approximated using the following equation,
I

/ AP 'Re = 70,900D, [13]1— ß I
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2. Standard nozzle (Reprinted from AMCA, 1985). I
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where D, = diameter of nozzle throat [m]
px = air density at approach duct to nozzle [kg/m3]

For L/D of 0.6 (refer to Figure 2), the discharge coefficient can be determined as follows,

_ _ 7.006 134.6C- 0.9986 x/E + Re [14]

The expansion factor, Y, is calculated from,

Y= 1 -(0.548+0.71ß°)(1 -6:) [15]

where 6: = alpha ratio

The alpha ratio is defined as the ratio of nozzle throat pressure to the absolute approach pressure,
and is determined from,

.. _ .._é£_...°"‘
p„R(r,,,,+273.1s) [16]

where pa = air density upstream from nozzle [kg/mg]
Tdx = dry bulb temperature upstream from nozzle [°C]

R = universal gas constant [N m/kg K]
= 287.0

To determine air density, the saturated vapor pressure must first be calculated,f
aap, = 3.24T„,o - 18.6Two + 692 [17] Q

where p, = saturated vapor pressure [Pa] Q
Two = wet bulb temperature

[°C]LiteratureReview
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The subscript 0 denotes the general test area. u

The partial vapor pressure is determined from the saturated vapor pressure,

Pp =pc “ 2·26Pb (Tdo ' Two) [18]

where pp = partial vapor pressure [Pa]
where pp = barometric pressure [Pa]

Tdp = dry bulb temperature [°C]

The air density is calculated from,

- 0.378p )p,,=&-——p;'@— (Td„+273.l5) [19]

where pp = air density [kg/m3]

For density corrections at a plane x having a different temperature and pressure,

= Tdp +273.15 psx +13.63pb [20]p‘ p° Tdx +273.15 13.63pp

where px = air density at plane x [kg/m3]
Tdx = dry bulb temperature at plane x [°C_]
psx = static pressure at plane x [Pa]

When p„ is less than 1000 Pa, px can be taken as being equal to p,.

The flowrate of air at ambient conditions is,

P ,Q= Q. -,%- [211

Literature Review
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where Q = air ilowrate at ambient air conditions [mg/s]
p = air density at ambient conditions [kg/m3]

Pitot-Static Tube

Volumetric flowrate of air can also be measured by measuring the air velocity over a known area.
A pitot·static tube, as described by AMCA (1985), can be used for this purpose. This method gives

1 the velocity head in terms of pressure, which is then converted to a velocity.

2 P,.pVp = .‘ [22]

where Vp = air velocity at pitot tube [m/s]
P,,p = velocity pressure at pitot tube[Pa]pp

= air density at pitot tube [kg/ms] Cb

According to Pope and Harper (1966), the true reading of the dynamic head on a pitot tubecanbe
obtained with an error of less than 0.1 percent. The error associated with the inclination of
thepitottube to the airllow is negligible if the angle of inclination is less than 3 degrees. Alignment i
can be done with sutlicient accuracy by simply lining the pitot tube by eye (Ower andPankhurst,1977).

If the center of the pitot tube is closer than 2 diameters to the wall, the measuredvelocityT
must be corrected. Further errors are associated with the static holes in the tube. Thecrowdingof

the streamlines near the tip produces a measured static pressure value lower than actualvalue.On
the other hand, the measured static pressure may be higher than the actual value due to the
highpressureregion that exists ahead of the stem. Corrections are given in Figure 3. Staticpressurecorrection

for the stem is indicated by (Ap), and (Ap), for the

tip.LiteratureReview 18
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Figure 3. Static orifice distance from tip base or stem ccnterline, diameters (Reprinted from Pope and
Harper, 1966).
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Instead of a single point reading, a traverse is taken to calculate the average flowrate across the plane
of interest. Rectangular openings are divided into equal areas, with the velocity reading taken at
the center of each area (ASHRAE, 1981). The traverse must contain at least 16 points, and no
more than 64 are necessary. If using less than 64 areas, the distance from area centers should not
exceed 150 mm. The velocities, rather than the velocity heads, are averaged to determine the av-
erage velocity across the traverse plane.

These methods can be used to calibrate other devices where, which would be used where nozzle
or traverse may not be practical, such as on·site field measurements. The calibration would result
in an equation similar to [7] or [8]. Field measurements are often taken under different conditions
than the calibration, so that some adjustments to the readings must be made. These differences are
taken into account by adjusting the pressure drops by the ratio of the densities (Osbourne, 1966).

Engineering Sciences Data Unit (1972) presented a more elaborate method to account for condi-
tions affecting pressure drops across round·wire gauzes (screens). A procedure was compiled, based
on several references, so that pressure drop across screens normal to fluid flow could be determined.
The pressure drop calculation is based on screen porosity and wire diameter, Reynolds number, and
Mach number. From these, the pressure coefficient is deterrnined, so that the problem is non-
dimensionalized. Although both total and static pressure drops were discussed, only the static
pressure drop will be considered.

The static pressure drop is determined from,

1 2P V:) [23]

where CP = pressure coeflicient
Vs = velocity of air through screen [m/s]
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The pressure coefiicient is corrected for Reynolds numbers greater than 2000, or if the Mach
number is much more than 0,

CP = C, ll ,12 [24] II
where C, = reference pressure drop coeflicient

I
.11 = correction factor for Reynoldsnumber=

1 for Reynolds number >2000.12

= correction factor for Machnumber=
lfor Machnumber:0To

determine the value of ,1,, only the Reynolds number is needed, whereas both the Machnumberand
the porosity of the screen is needed for .1,. The reference pressure drop coeiiicient is a function I

ofporosity.I

The Reynolds number is based on the wire diameter, :
I

Re, = [25] I

I
where Re, = screen Reynolds number I

D, = diameter of screen wire [m] I
11 = absolute viscosity [N s/mz] :

The viscosity is essentially independent of pressure (Wallis, 1983). Variation in viscosity is tem- Z
perature dependent and is can be determined from (AMCA, 1985), '

p = (17.23 + 0.048 T4) x 10'”°
[26] I

A value of 1.819 x 10" N s/mz may be used for temperatures ranging from 4 to 38 °C. I
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The Mach number is calculated from

M P/P

where M = screen Mach number
P = absolute upstream pressure [Pa]
y = ratio of specific heats for air

= 1.400

The porosity is based on wire size and mesh density,

az,. = (1 — N D,)2 [28]

where a_,= screen porosity
N = mesh density [meshes/m]

In the case where the mesh is rectangular, with mesh densities of N, and N, , Equation [28] is
modified,

· ¤=;=(l—NID.„~)(1—NzD„«) [29]

Once Re, M, and a, are known, C,, 1,, and 1, can be determined from Figure 4 through Figure 6

This method is used to determine the pressure drop across a screen when the flowrate through it
Iis known. Without modification, this method can also be used to determine the flowrate when

thepressuredrop is known, but requires a trial and error solution. However, it demonstrates the use
I

of four dimensionless parameters, the Reynolds number, Mach number, pressure coefficient,andthe
porosity. These factors must each be considered for the calibration of screens for use as flow- I

measuring devices.
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Perforated Plates

Another method of measuring How is by the use of oriiice plates (ASHRAE, 1981). The pressure

drop of air Howing through a pipe across an orifice is used to determine the Howrate, based on

specifications of the orifice. This idea can be extended to the use of perforated plates, where air
blows simultaneously through many holes drilled or punched ir1 a plate. The characteristic How

through the plate, whether laminar or turbulent, depends on the Reynolds number, as represented
in Equation [6]. The Reynolds number will be large if the hole diameter, and the air velocity

through the hole are both high. With holes of equal diameter and air velocity (i.e., uniform How

across the plate), one would expect identical How types for all the holes. Using Equation [7], onewould expect a value of 2 for rz for turbulent How, and 1 for laminar
How.Shedd(1954) measured pressure drop and airHow across a perforated metal sheet, and plotted the

values on a log-log scale. He did not present his data in the form of Equation [7], but the slopes I

calculated from the lines in the graph give a value of rz of 1.93, which is close to the expected value l
of 2. Diiferences may be due to experimental error, or How that is not purely turbulent. lnaddi-tion,

some adjustments may have to be made to account for effects of the Reynolds number, Mach I

number and pressurecoeHicient.E

Although a velocity traverse is normally done to determine volumetric Howrate, it may not

benecessaryif Hows are sufliciently uniform. Mehta and Bradshaw (1979) state that a contraction :
reduces both mean and Huctuating velocity variations to a smaller fraction of the average velocity. :
A satisfactory contraction will typically have velocity variation of i 0.5 percent outside the :
boundary layer. Short contraction lengths may result in separation of air from the wall. Longer :
contractions reduce the risk of separation, but adds to the construction costs, and the thickness
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the boundary layer. For smaller contractions, contraction ratios from 6 to 9 are normally used.I
(The contraction ratio is the ratio of inlet area to outlet area.)

ßI
When a contraction has a non-circular cross-section, the flow near the wall tends to migrate lat-I
erally. However, problems do not usually occur if a square contraction is well designed. For the ‘

same uniformity as an axisymmetric contraction, two-dimensional contractions require about 25
percent more length.

Analytical solutions to the Stokes-Beltrami equation or the Laplace equation have been derived
(Mehta and Bradshaw, 1979). It is difficult, though, to derive a satisfactory wall shape design. One
method is to design by eye. Shape is not as important as smoothness in contour shape. At least
the first and second derivatives of the contour shape should be zero or very small. A contraction
is followed by a working section. lt should be at least 0.5 diameters long to bring the How non-
uniformities to an acceptable level.

Mikhail (1979) described a method for determining the optirnum contraction, i.e., the shortest one
that satisfies the How quality requirements in the test section. Boundary layer separation must be
avoided, and the How must have a specified uniformity. Non-uniforrnity of How is due largely to
the wall contour of the contraction exit.

For an axisymmetric contraction, the contraction length is typically 2 to 2.5 times the inlet radius,
and the test section, downstream of the contraction, is 4 to 5 times the exit radius.

Rather than define the contour shape directly, Mikhail defined the contraction radius in terms of
its second derivative. The inlet and exit sections were separated by the inHection point of the
contour, and were given by two different equations. For the inlet radius,
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R"=—A, (1 +B,Z,)[sin(1: Z,)]N' 0<Z, <l [30]

Similarly, for the exit section

R'=A,(l+B,Z,)[sin(1: Z,)]N• 0<Z,<1 [31]

Z, and Z, are the nomdimensionalized forms of of the distance along the nozzle axis, in the inlet
and outlet sections, respectively. A, and A, are chosen to give the desired contraction ratio.
B, and B, control the location of the distribution peak, and N, and N, determine the squareness or
pointedness of the distribution shape. The contraction shape was determined to be optimum when
N, = 0.01, B, = 1.5, N, = 3, and B, = 0.0 . For a contraction ratio of 8, the optimum length of the
inlet section was 0.60 times the inlet radius, and the optimum length of the exit section was 0.45
times the length of the inlet radius. This ratio produced a flow uniformity of i 0.25 percent. When
the contraction ratio is between 4 and 12, the required length decreases as the contraction ratio in-
creases.

Axial Flow Fans
111

An axial fan is a fan is which the flow of air is largely parallel to the axis of the impeller. Air ap- I
proaches the fan in an axial direction, but leaves with a rotational component caused by
theimpellertorque (Osbourne, 1966). This component can be removed and converted to useful
staticpressureby the addition of guide vanes downstream of the fan, or pre-rotational vanes
upstream,rotatingthe air in the opposite direction to the impeller direction. Two impellers can be used, ro- {
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tating in opposite directions, so that the rotational components cancel each other out. This type
of setup is called a contrarotating fan.

Fan characteristics are typically given in terms of flowrate and pressure drops. Fan total pressure
is the total pressure drop across the fan. Fan velocity pressure is measured at the fan outlet, based
on the volumetric flow divided by the outlet area. Fan static pressure is the difference between the
fan total pressure and the fan velocity pressure. Many setups for testing fans are given by AMCA
(1985), one of which is shown in Figure 7.

Fan total pressure as well as fan static pressure are plotted against flowrate, as shown in Figure 8.
The pressure·f1owrate curve often dips as the shutoff pressure is approached (Jorgensen, 1970).
This dip may be in the form of a discontinuity, and is referred to as 'stall'. This phenomenon re-
sults from the separation of the flow at the back of the blades (Eck, 1973).

Fan curves allow fans to be matched to the pressure-flowrate conditions they will encounter once
installed. However, fan performance can be affected by the specific location and design of the
ductwork (Clarke et al., 1978), which affects flowrate, static pressure and fan brake horsepower.
Lack of suflicient outlet duct length results in fan performance differences between field and labo-
ratory. These effects may cause a gain or a loss, depending on the length of the outlet duct.

As shown in Figure 8, fan performance can also be measured in terms of total fan efliciency, and
is the ratio of fan output power to fan input power. lt is defined as (AMCA, 1985), (

(
Q P K '*1: = [32] 'I

I

where »y,= fan total efficiency :
H = fan input power
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Fan static efliciency is also commonly used, ”

Ps*1; — m( js;) [33]

where ns = fan static efficiency
Ps = fan static pressure [Pa]

To design an axial fan, the first consideration is speed of operation (Jorgensen, 1970). Reynolds
number effects favor low speed fans, whereas high speed fans are more economical due to size re-
duction. The rotative speed is also useful in determining hub-tip ratio, as well as the number, chord

length, and angles of the blades. These factors also affect required size. The hub-tip ratio is based

on the specific speed (Wallis, 1983),

where: Ns = specific speed
Nf= fan rpm

The number of blades is also a function of the specific speed. The capacity of the fan per revolution
at a given blade angle determines the solidity of the blades (ratio of chord length to blade spacing).

As the incidence angle of the blade increases, a higher pressure may be obtained. However, drag

also increases, so blade angle should be carefully applied to the design (Wallis, 1983). Since linear
velocity decreases toward the hub, the incidence angle of the fan blade must increase accordingly

to maintain a constant fluid angle (Jorgensen, 1970).-1

I
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Error Measurement

Every measurement has associated error. In order to determine the true value of a measured
quantity, some estimate of the error is required. Errors may be either dependent or independent.
Independent errors are the most probable, so that, when depicted as vectors, the error is at a right
angle to the resultant of the previous errors (Rabinowicz, 1970). The worst case is when the errors
are dependent and all point in the same direction. Suppose there exists a variable, F, which is a
function of four independent variables,

F=f(a,b,c,d) [35]

The total error can be determined from,

4
ö.;,2;: E§)%} [36]

1:4

where el.- = absolute error in F
el = absolute error for each dependent variable

Error can also be expressed as a fraction of the variable,

I
8

SF=I

To demonstrate the difference between independent and dependent variables, let f be assigned a I
specific function, I

I
F: am [sa] ILiterature Review 33



Equation [36] reduces to

2
l=a

In this case, total error will be at a However, if the errors are dependent,

d
ei.- = Ze] [40]

l=a

If a and b are independent and c and d are dependent, then error is calculated from,

s;=-„/eä+eä+(sC+sd)2 [41]

Abemethy and Thompson (1980) divided the error into two general categories: precision, or ran-
dom error, and bias, or fixed error. Precision error results from repeated measurements which do

not agree exactly. This approach produces a scatter of values, so that the precision index can be
measured using the standard deviation,

\/ im
— rf

= l=1s N _ 1 [42]

where S = standard deviation ,
9

N = number of data points
individual measurement i

E = average of individual measurements [

Bias results when the average of the measured values is shifted from the true value. Large biases 1
must be known to properly determine the error. I
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The total uncertainty in a measurement is determined from these two errors. For symmetxical bias,

U=j;(8+t9$S) [43]

where U = uncertainty of measurement

B = bias
tqs = 95th percentile of the two-tailed t-test

However, since biases may not be symmetrical, the upper and lower bounds on the uncertainty
must be determined separately,

Uw = Bw " tes S [44]
Uuß = Buß + tes S [45]

where ULB = lower bound of uncertainty
UUB = upper bound of uncertainty

8LB = lower bound of bias
BUB = upper bound of bias

When the degrees of freedom are greater than 30, t„ is approximately 2.

The biases and precision indices must be combined separately before a total uncertainty value can
be determined, IIIU = /28,2 + 2 /25} [46] I

I
IThe precision index for F in Equation [35] is determined from, I
I_ Bf 2 öf 2 öf 2 jf 2 I
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where SI.- = precision index for F
Sb = precision index for a
Sb = precision index for b

8

Sb = precision index for c
Sd = precision index for d

The bias limits are calculated in a similar fashion,

ÖfzöfzöfzöfzBb‘«/aa Bb 4 öb Bb 4 6cBb 4 öd Bb 848]
where BF = bias limit for F

Bb = bias limit for a
Bb = bias limit for b
Bb = bias limit for c
Bd = bias limit for d

I
IIIII
I
I
I
I

I
I
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Experimental Materials and Procedures

Total Flow Measurement

In order to measure total flow into the dryer fan, a variable air supply was constructed during the

summer of 1986. This supply consisted of a four-cylinder diesel engine which drove a bcak inclined
centrifugal fan, 0.900 m in diameter, through a hydrostatic transmission. The outlet of the fan was

connected to a settling chamber, 2.40 by 2.40 rn. The settling chamber contained three layers of

wire mesh to create a uniform flow. On the outlet end of the settling chamber, a perforated plate

was installed. This plate was calibrated so that the flow through it could be determined by meas-

uring the pressure drop across it. Piezorneter rings with four rneasuring points, one at the center
of each side wall, were installed on both sides of the plate.

A canvas duct, approximately 2.4 by 2.4 m and 3.7 rn long, stretched from the perforated plate to _
F

an end plate. This duct will be referred to as the cormecting canvas. The end plate, 2.4 m Wide [
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and 2.7 m high, contained a circular opening which fit over the dryer fan inlet. An additional piece
of canvas was tied around the fan inlet, and clamped into the opening by a steel ring.

To calibrate the perforated plate, a reliable means of determining volumetric flow was needed. No
nozzles as described by AMCA (1985) were available which could handle such a large flowrate.
A pitot traverse was considered to be too tedious for calibration over a large area for a wide range
of flowrates. It was decided that the best method would be to construct a square converging nozzle,
similar to those used in wind tunnels. With a proper design, the velocity profile would be sufii·
ciently uniform so that a pitot traverse would not be necessary.

A good nozzle design requires a smooth nozzle profile. Both mathematical and graphical methods
. of determining nozzle profiles were considered. Since space and cost were not critical, the nozzle

was designed to be sufliciently long to ensure flow separation would not occur. Although increasing
length increases the boundary layer thickness, and hence decreases the effective outlet area of the
nozzle, it is considered acceptable compared to the risk of separation. Mikhail (1979) presented a

method which calculates the shortest nozzle, but this method was not used. A method was desired
which could easily modified for design changes, and provide a quick generation of numbers for

construction purposes. For this reason, a mathematical method was preferred to a graphical one.

To further simplify the design, an equation was needed with an inflection point so that both the

inlet and exit sections of the nozzle could be described by the same equation. In addition, it needed

first and second derivatives that were close to zero at the inlet and exit.

A cubic equation was chosen since it contains an inflection point. The general form of the equation
is,E

y = a x3

[49]ExperimentalMaterials and Procedures 38



where a = constant
l

This equation contains both the inflection point and zero first and second derivatives at x = 0, and
cannot be used in this form to describe a nozzle profile. To overcome this problem, the axes were
rotated such that the nozzle of the desired length would have slopes of zero at the inlet and exit.
Figure 9 shows the unrotated and rotated sets of axes, represented by x and y, and x' and y' , re-
spectively. The inflection point, where inlet and exit sections meet, is located at the origin. The
x and y axes are rotated an amount H to produce x' and y'. The exit section of the nozzle has a
length x,_' , and a depth, mcasured from the point of inflection, y,_'. The slope at the point
(x1.'„yL') is

dy'dx,
~

[50]

In terms of the unrotated axes, the slope is

dy 2— = 3 = tan 6 Es 1]dx I X- XL G XL
x

Combining Equations [49] and [51],

t ÜyL = axi = [52]

The unrotated and rotated axes are related as follows,

I
x=:dcos9—y’sin0

[53]y=x’sin9+y’cos8[54]
I

Replacing Equations [53] and [54] in [52],Experimental Materials and Procedures .39
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Selection of an exit length, x,_’ and an angle of rotation, 6, deterrnined a value ofy,_' , the depth of
the nozzle, as well as the value of a. Once a was deterrnined, values of x and y could be generated
using Equation [49], and plotted after converting the values to x' and y' using transposed versions
of Equations [53], and [54]. The calculations were performed by CUBIC FORTRAN, listed in
Appendix A.

A nozzle exit length of 1.80 m was selected. Since the same equation was used for both inlet and
exit sections with no modifications, inlet length equalled exit length, resulting in a total length of
3.60 m. Values of 6 were chosen to produce a profile with a smooth curve and small second de-
rivatives. With the inlet dimensions set at 2.421 by 2.421 m, the value of y,] determined the con-
traction ratio. Since the same equation was used for both the inlet and outlet sections of the nozzle,
the inlet depth was equal to the outlet depth. Hence, the total convergence is equal to 2 y,_'. A
scaling factor was used to adjust the values of y' to change the contraction ratio, if desired. The
chosen contraction ratio was 7.55, which was within the usual range of 6 to 9 (Mehta and

’ Bradshaw, 1979). To create a square nozzle, a mirror image of the profile obtained was generated.
The input parameters, as well as some of the output values, are shown in Table l.

For construction purposes, the length along the profile, rather than the axis, was needed. Using a
Ifourth order Runge·Kutta integration method, the arc length was numerically determined by CU-BICFORTRAN.I

A nozzle was constructed based on the values in Table 1, whose profile is shown in Figure 10. It I
was built of galvanized iron in three sections. To install the nozzle on the supply fan, the canvas I

duct and end plate were removed. Once the nozzle was mounted, a short piece of straight duct I
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I

Table I. Input and output parameters for CUBIC FORTRAN.

INPUT

Exit length, x,_’ 1.800 m
Exit depth 0.385 m
Inlet length 1.800 m

Inlet depth 0.385 m
Angle of rotation, 0 l8.4°

Nozzle inlet height 2.421 m

Nozzle inlet width 2.421 m

OUTPUT

Equation constant, a 0.0331
I

Unrotated outlet length, x,_ 1.8295

Exit depth„Y1.' 0.3850
Exit depth, scaled, y,_’ 0.3850

Contraction ratio 7.5516

II
I

I
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was attached to it (Figure ll). This extension helped to ensure a straight flow for velocity meas-

urement (Mehta and Bradshaw, 1979).

Velocity was measured using a standard pitot tube and micromanometer (Dwyer Microtector).

The pitot tube was held in place by a ring stand. The pressure drop across the perforated plate

was measured using a inclined manometer filled with 0.826 specific gravity oil. Wet and dry bulb

temperatures were taken by measuring the resistance of thermistors. Barometric pressure was also

measured.

In order to verify flow uniformity, a traverse was taken on a six-by·six grid in the duct extension

mounted on the nozzle. The velocity pressure was measured at the center of each grid area. The

six-by-six grid gave a spacing of slightly less than 0.150 m, which conforms to mecommendations

given by ASI-IRAE (1981). .

Two perforated plates were calibrated. The first had 516 holes, each 0.0254 m in diameter, punched

at equidistant spacing in an 2.4 m by 2.4 m sheet of l0·gauge metal. With the supply fan set near

its highest speed, a pressure drop of 1000 Pa was developed, delivering 6.6 mi/s. This amount was

insufficient to supply an average peanut dryer fan, which may deliver as much as 19.0 m’/s.
A new

plate was designed based on a flowrate of 21.0 m3/s at a pressure drop of 1000 Pa. Using the same

size holes, the amount of air that passes through each is approximately equal, so that the number

of holes required was 516 x 21.0/6.6, or 1642 holes. This number was changed slightly to 1628

holes to allow easy spacing within the given area. The second perforated plate was calibrated by

measuring only the center-line velocity at the outlet of the extension mounted on the nozzle. The

supply fan was set at ten different speeds, with the velocity pressure and pressure drop across the

perforated plate measured for each setting.
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Flow Measurement through Individual Dryer Ports

The amount of air exiting each of the ports in the dryer plenum is an important part of testing dryer
performance. lnitially, rectangular collars equipped with piezometer rings were constructed
(Figure 12). These were bolted to the trailer plenums, and the wooden frames with the canvas

ducts attached were clamped to the upstream side. With the trailers filled with peanuts, the pressure
at each of the piezometer rings was measured, Initial plans were to use this pressure measurement,

and determine flowrate based on a value given by Steele (1974) for the resistance of a 1.3 m depth
of peanuts.

. Prelirninary testing was conducted in Lewiston, North Carolina, in October, 1986. lt was quickly
discovered that trailer conditions adversely affect the readings. Pressure measurements would in-

crease as much as 25 percent by simply patching some of the holes in the trailers with duct tape.

Noticeable changes in pressure drop at a given port also occurred if trailers were interchanged.

Because of this, it was impossible to determine if the flow distribution was due to the dryer plenum
or the trailers. Initial testing in one particular dryer showed that the trailers on the left side of the
plenum had consistently lower pressure drops than those on the right. However, upon closer in-
spection, it was found that the trailers on the left were considerably older and in greater disrepair i
than those on the right. This difference resulted in greater leakage, which reduced resistanceandthe

pressure drop. ln order to more accurately test the dryer, a better method of flow measurement :
through the plenum ports was needed. i

I
A more accurate flow measurement could be obtained by thoroughly repairing the trailers, and :
having these trailers filled with peanuts. They would then be used to test the peanut dryer. This E

method had numerous drawbacks. First, many hours of labor would be required to carry out the i
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repairs. Second, it would require the cooperation of the peanut producer during the drying season.

Peanut producers are anxious to get their peanuts dried, and do not have the time to ensure that

all repaired trailers are placed at the proper dryer a.fter filling in the field. Finally, testing must be
canied out in a short period of time during the drying season.

This method was abandoned in favor of using calibrated devices at the dryer supply ports. These

devices would have a known resistance so that the flowrate could be determined by measuring the
pressure drop across them. Testing could be done throughout the year without interfering in the
peanut producer’s drying schedule.

The first attempt to simulate peanuts consisted of two aluminum plates, each with 42 holes, 0.051

m in diameter, fitted to the rectangular collars. These plates were designed so that they could slide

relative to one another, thus altering the amount of open area. In this way, the resistance could

easily be changed so that the dryer could be tested over a range of flowrates.

However, if the dryer is to be realistically tested, the resistances should be similar to a load of pea-

nuts in a trailer. Similarity means their pressure drop · flowrate curve should closely follow that

of peanuts. The similarity was checked by calibrating the aluminum plates and comparing the re-

sults to the equation developed for peanuts by Steele (1974), Equation [10]. Converting velocity

to volumetric flowrate, Steele’s equation becomes,

Q= VA = 0.0184A Ä °·°‘* [56]R L

where Q = volumetric flowrate through peanuts [mg/s] I

A = cross-sectional area of peanuts [mz]
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The cross-sectional areas and depths of several trailers at Lewiston were measured and averaged.
An average depth of 1.3 m and an area of 8.4 mz were computed. Assigning these values, and re-

arranging so that pressure drop is a function of flowrate,

Ap = 26.67 R Q‘·°“’ [57]

Using a recommended flowrate of 0.167 mz/s per mz of peanuts, a typical Lewiston trailer required

1.82 mz/s, which gave a pressure drop of about 70 Pa, depending on the value of R. (Although the

resistance from the peanut trailer itself is unknown, it was assumed to be negligible compared to

the peanuts.) The actual pressure drop measured during the 1986 testing at Lewiston ranged from
2 to 60 Pa on an eight-trailer unit with trailers connected to all eight ports.

Upon calibration, it was quickly realized that the aluminum plates had resistances much higher than

that of peanuts. More holes reduced the resistance of the plates, but did not adequately simulate

peanuts, since the flow characteristics were different. The flow through the holes in the aluminum

plate was turbulent, so that, with a constant area, the pressure drop across it was proportional to

the square of the flowrate. The pressure drop across peanuts is proportional to the power of 1.618
of the flowrate. Therefore, the aluminum plates could not be used to determine dryer performance

as it would behave in actual drying conditions.

In a second attempt to simulate the resistance of peanuts, several kinds of cloth in different com-

binations were tried. These were placed on wooden frames which were then bolted to the collars.

These frames with material attached are hereaffer referred to as 'resistance p1ates".

P
To calibrate the resistance plates, the test setup shown in Figure 13 was used. It was based on

thefantest setup defined by AMCA (1985) in Figure 7. A centrifugal fan was driven by a

7.46-kW,three-phaseelectric motor equipped with a variable sheave. Air passed through a standard nozzle,
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with 0.61 m inlet and 0.305 m outlet. A diverging, tapered, round duct connected the nozzle outlet
to a settling chamber. A rectangular opening, 0.34 by 1.16 m was cut in the downstrearn end of
the chamber. The collar shown in Figure 12 was bolted over the opening, the joint was taped to
elirninate leaks, and then the resistance plate was bolted to the collar.

After numerous tests, a combination of one layer of fiberglass window screen (6.17 by 7.00
meshes/cm), four layers of cotton cheesecloth (4.32 by 13.45 meshes/cm), and a 1.90 cm grid wire
screen was chosen to represent the peanuts. Each resistance plate with the six layers was calibrated
individually with a specific collar, for flowrates ranging from 1 to 2.8 m3/s and later extending to
4.1

m’/s.

Each collar was fitted with its own resistance plate. Each test consisted of eight flowrates, and three
replications were done for each flowrate for each of the eight collars. For each flowrate, the motor l

rpm, the static pressure upstream of the nozzle, the pressure drop across the nozzle, and the pres-
sure drop across the resistance plate were taken. The pressure drop across the nozzle was used to
calculate total flow using the Equations [12] through [16] from AMCA (1985). The wet and dry
bulb temperatures were measured for each test, and the barometric pressure was taken periodically
throughout the day. These values were used to compute air density and viscosity.

Power Measuremerzts

Power measurements were originally obtained using a hand-held meter. This approach proved to
be inadequate in the field as the readings fluctuated severely, and differences in power consumption
for various tests were difficult to detect.
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To ensure more reliable power measurements, a power transducer (Scientific Columbus
ModelXL34-2K5·A2-6070-l) was purchased, specifically designed for three·phase power. This transducer
emitted one electrical pulse for each watt·hour of electricity that passed through it. Sirnce the fan
power draw was above the capacity of the transducer, current transformers were installed to reduce
line current, which simply introduced a multiplicative factor in the power calculations. The emitted
pulses were counted by a frequency meter. A programmable gate was built to act as a switch be-
tween the transducer and the frequency meter. Once a test was started, the operator would activate
the programmable gate to count pulses for a given time period, such as five minutes. The total
energy consumed by the fan was measured over this five minute period, and fan power determined.

Field Test Setup

Sirnce peanut dryers normally have sheds built over them, the fan on dryers to be tested had to be
° close to the edge of the shed, or have suflicient clearance above it, to allow the end plate from the

fan test unit to fit into place with the dryer fan inlet protruding through the circular opening in the
end plate. lf this condition was met, the fan test unit was backed into place in front of the dryer
(Figure 14). The end plate, which must be disassembled for transport, was reassembled and the
connecting canvas was bolted to it. The end plate was positioned over the dryer fan inlet, and the
fan inlet canvas was attached around the dryer fan. Stakes and guy lines prevented the end plate
from tipping over. Once in place, the fan test unit was pulled forward to tighten the connecting
canvas. An inclined manometer, mounted on a tripod, was used to measure the pressure drop
across the perforated plate.

lixperimental Materials and Procedures S2
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A collar with a piezometer ring was placed on a sawhorse in front of each of the plenum ports.
The wooden frame at the end of the port canvas, which normally connects to the trailers, was in-
serted into the collar and held in place with clamps. Two inclined manometers, one on either side
of the plenum, were used to measure the pressure across the resistance plates, which represent
trailers ftlled with peanuts. Rubber tubing connected the piezometer ring on each collar to the
manometers. Tubes were numbered at the manometer to correspond to the port, so several pres-
sure drops could be measured by switching tubes, without moving the manometers. The dryer
ports were numbered such that, if one were to look downstream from the fan, Port No. l would
be the port on the immediate right. The ports were then numbered consecutively counterclockwise
around the plenum. The collar/resistance plate combinations, which were also numbered, were
always placed at the port having the same number. This allowed easier computer programming,
as a certain port number would always identify a particular collar. A frequency meter counted the
pulses from a 60·tooth sprocket mounted on the supply fan shaft, and this aided in maintaining a
constant fan speed. After opening the required ports for a given test, and zeroing the manometers,
testing wasbegun.F

1
1

IField Test Procedures {
1
1

I
Fan BalancingITo

begin a test, the supply fan and dryer fan were started simultaneously, and the speed of the I
supply fan was adjusted until the pressure in the connecting canvas was zero. The requiredsupplyfan

speed was unknown at the beginning of a test. An undersupply or oversupply of air to the dryer
I
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fan caused the connecting canvas to be either sucked in or blown out. In addition, the dryer fan
came up to speed much more quickly than the supply fan. To prevent excess pressure from
building up in the connecting canvas, the dryer fan was turned off and on by a second operator as

_ the supply fan speed was increased by the primary operator. Once the two fans were close enough
in balance for the dryer fan to remain on, the supply fan speed was more fmely adjusted. It was
assumed that the fans were in balance, i.e., the supply fan was delivering the same amount of air
into the connecting canvas as the dryer fan would require under normal operating conditions, when
the connecting canvas was loose and fluttered slightly. At this point, the pressure at the dryer fan
inlet was approximately equal to atmospheric pressure. Since there is a slight velocity pressure in
the connecting canvas, a negative static pressure, causing the canvas to be sucked in, should exist.
However, this kind of condition would be difficult to observe and hence to maintain. From an
observation point of view, a fluttering canvas is much more practical than one that is slightly sucked
in. Small adjustments had to be made to the supply fan speed during the test, and an operator
stood by the controls to make these adjustments.

Data Collection

Data collection began once the two fans were balanced. First, the pressure drop across the perfo-
rated plate was taken, to define total flow into the dryer, followed by those across each of the re-
sistance plates, to define flow out each port. After this, the pressure across the perforated plate was
retaken, to check if variation occurred during the time it took to collect the resistance plate data.

The supply fan speed and the dryer fan power consumption were also measured. The wet and dry

bulb temperatures were also taken periodically, and the daily barometric pressure was obtained
from the nearest meteorological station.
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Description of DryersTestedu

t 1
A total of six different peanut dryers were tested (Table 2). Two of these, a six·trailer unit and an

:
eight·trailer unit, were tested on site in Lewiston, North Carolina. Both dryers were equipped
with4~blade,l.07·m diameter Aerovent fans, driven by 11.2-kW, three—phase motors. A six·trailerunit,with

a 7.46-kW, three—phase motor, driving a 6-blade Aerovent fan, was tested near Holland,
A

Virginia. These three dryers were tested in November, 1987. In addition, four dryers were tested
in Blacksburg in the spring of 1988. These consisted ofa six·trailer unit and a four·trailer unit tested
with a 5.§0-kW motor driving a 0.91 m diameter, 9-blade Long fan, and a six·trailer unit and an

eight-trailer unit tested with a 7.46-kW motor driving a 1.12 m diameter, 9·b1ade Long fan. The
fan curves were obtained from the manufacturers and are shown in Figure 15 to Figure 18.
Aerovent supplied tabular data, whereas Long gave the entire curve.

At each location, the resistance plates were placed, and a 'dry’ run was first carried out without the
fan test unit connected. This was done to study whether the fan test unit affected the flow measured

at the various ports. Next, the fan test unit was connected, and the dryer was tested without any

modifications. A third set of tests was conducted after "repairs’ had been made. These repairs

consisted largely of using duct tape to fix the holes in the port canvasses. At the Holland location,

holes were essentially non·existent so that tests after "repairs' became a repetition of the first test.

For the second and third tests, different combinations of port gates were opened and closed. Not
all possible choices of open and closed gates were employed, as this would be too time-consuming.
The combinations were selected to give a general idea of the leakage and How distribution within
the plenum when a farmer does not have loaded trailers connected to all ports.
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Table 2. Description of fan configurations tested.

Location Fan Size and Type Dryer Plenum Size

Lewiston, North Carolina ll. l9·kW Aerovent Eight-trailer unit
Lewiston, North Carolina 11.19-kW Aerovent Six·trailer unit
Holland, Virginia 7.46·kW Aerovent Six-trailer unit
Blacksburg, Virginia 5.60-kW Long Four·trai1er unit
Blacksburg, Virginia 5.60-kW Long Six-trailer unit
Blacksburg, Virginia 7.46-kW Long Six·trai1er
unitBlacksburg,Virginia 7.46-kW Long Eight·trai1erunit1

11

1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
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The dryers tested in Blacksburg were constructed from two four-trailer dryers were purchased in
North Carolina. Both were manufactured by Long Mfg. Co., Tarboro, North Carolina, and
equipped with 9-blade fans. One had a 5.60-kW motor with a 0.91 m diameter fan, and the second
had a 7.46-kW motor with a 1.12 m diameter fan. The 5.60-kW fan was tested on a four-trailer
plenum in its original condition and retested after repairing all holes in the fan housings and ple-
nums with sheet metal and caulking. In addition, the frames on the port canvasses which connected
to the trailer plenums were repaired. After testing, weatherstripping was added to the frames and
the tests were done a third time. Unlike the dryers tested previously, this dryer plenum had a baflle
to divert more air to the ports closest to the fan. The baffle consisted of a folded piece of sheet
metal supported by two angle iron uprights (Figure 19).

After the testing of the four trailer unit was complete, the end of the dryer plenum was removed,
and two sections from the end of the second four·trailer unit were cut off and bolted to the original
four·trailer unit. This "new' six-trailer unit was then tested in a similar manner to the four·trailerI
unit. Both the 5.60· and 7.46~kW fans were bolted onto the six-trailer unit for individual tests.
For each fan, the dryer was tested with and without the battle installed to determine its effectiveness
in distributing the flow.

On some commercial dryers, fans move more air than the 0.167
m’/s

per
m’

of peanuts which is
needed. In addition, dryers are sometimes only partially loaded towards the end of the drying sea-
son because there are not enough filled trailers for the available ports. This causes the trailers to
receive more than the desired airflow. One method of reducing the flow is to partially close the port
gates. This method is also used to reduce airflow to trailers which are only partially filled (which
also occurs at the end of the drying season). The consequence of this management technique is that
it tends to force more air through the ports that remain fully open, and energy is wasted.
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A better management technique would be to restrict the amount of air entering the dryer. One
method would be to install exhaust dampers on the fan outlet. However, the propane bumer is
attached to the fan housing just downstream of the fan, leaving little available space for any addi-
tional accessories. Furthermore, restricting flow on the exhaust side of the fan would have only
negligible effects on energy consumption since the flowrate is reduced simply by increasing the
working pressure. Preliminary tests indicated that increasing the working pressure always led to a
rise in power consumption. For these reasons, any attempts to control the fan flow by use of ex-
haust dampers was considered futile.

In order to test the inlet restriction option, plywood sheets, 0.006 m thick, were sawn into pieces
the diameter of the fan inlet. In the center of each piece, a circular opening was cut, the size of
which depended on the amount of restriction required. As more ports in the plenum were closed,
the restriction had to increase, and the size of the opening had to decrease. With an even distrib-
ution in the clryer, the opening was considered to be the correct size when it allowed approximately
1.82

m’/s
through each of the open ports. Restricted inlets were used in the six—trailer unit with

two to four ports open for the 5.60-kW fan, and two to six ports open for the 7.46-kW fan. The
needed restrictions required the construction of eight plywood rings.



Results and Discussion

Performance ofField Testing Equipment

Perforated Plate Calibration

Calibration of both perforated plates was accomplished without problems. The indicator needle
on the micromanometer used to measure flow velocity at the outlet of the calibration nozzle
showed some wavering, particularly on a windy day, when the errors introduced were on the order
of i 0.5 Pa for a pressure of 25 Pa, a variation of zh 2 percent. The inclined manometer used
tomeasurethe pressure drop across the perforated plate gave a steady reading for a given fan speed I

setting.Static

pressure readings were not taken for each velocity pressure rneasurernent. Since these rneas- ,
urements were taken close to the nozzle outlet, the static pressure was small. The associated errors

Ii



with the static pressure had little influence on the velocity pressure. For this reason, corrections to
readings, as given by Pope and Harper (1966), were not necessary to account for tip and stem ef-
fects.

Since the traverse was taken over a period of time, some of the measured non·uniformities en-
countered was found to be actually due to unsteady flow. Duxing some tests, the centrifugal supply
fan speed drifted upward, and the measured pressure readings would indicate this. In these tests,
grid points that were spatially adjacent had similar velocity pressures only if readings were taken
within a short period of time. This problem was, however, easily detected.

To account for drifiing of the fan speed, a centerline velocity pressure could have been measured
for each grid point. Instead, tests which showed obvious drift were redone until steady flow oc-
curred. In these cases, the flow was found to be very uniform. At an average velocity of 9.43 m/s,
the velocity non-uniformities ranged from -1.7 percent to 0.7 percent. At an average velocity of
37.74 m/s, the flow deviation was :h0.46 percent. This last value falls within the :h0.5 percent
given be Mehta and Bradshaw (1979). The flow was considered sufficiently uniform to allow the
calibration of the perforated plate to be done using only the centerline velocity.

Two sets of four runs were done, on two separate days. These data were used to make two curves
of pressure drop versus flowrate. The measured velocity was converted to flowrate by multiplying
by the flow area. The nozzle exit was measured to be 0.886 by 0.883 m, giving an area of 0.782
mz. Air temperature and barometric pressure were sufficiently different to allow a comparisonbe-tween

tests of different fluid densities. ä1
Ignoring density differences, a slight scatter of points existed within each set, with a noticeable
dif-ferencebetween the two sets. To account for this discrepancy, the pressure drop across theplatewas

assumed proportional to the air density for a given flowrate,



APm pmE-? [58]

where AP,n = measured pressure drop across perforated plate [Pa]
APn = nominal pressure drop across perforated plate [Pa]

pn, = measured air density [kg/ma]
pn = nominal air density [kg/ma]

A nominal density was calculated, based on a dry bulb temperature of 20°C, a wet bulb temperature
of l3°C, and a barometric pressure of 101.325 kPa. At these conditions, nominal air density was
1.200 kg/m3.

The field data was processed by FANPER1 FORTRAN, Appendix B, and the results are shown
in Figure 20. When air densities were different, calibration curves were also different. These dif-
ferences in air densities were accounted for by converting the measured pressure drop to a nominal
pressure drop based on the ratio of the measured density to the nominal density. With these ad-
justments, the data points fell essentially on the same line. These results indicated that flowrate [

‘ could be determined by measuring the pressure drop across the plate if the air density wasknown.These

data points were used to fit to several curves. Using a curve of the form of Equation [8]
produced (R* = 0.9995),

- [_ 1A13, = 1.6622 Qj·°"‘ [69] j
s

where Qn = flowrate of air passing through perforated plate [m3/s] E

It was expected that no flow would occur when there was no pressure drop across the plate. This Z
meant that the calibration curve should pass through the origin. Although this was the case in Ä

l
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Equation [59], the exponent of the tlowrate was not as expected. For turbulent flow through the °

plate, the flowrate exponent of 2 should result, corresponding to a line with zero slope in the
Moody diagram. A value greater than two should not occur, corresponding to a line with a slight
positive slope in the Moody diagram.

For this reason, Equation [59] was replaced with Equation [8], setting rz equal to 2. The new cali-
bration curve was (R2 = 0.9994),

AP, = 1.9165 Q,} [60]

Although R2 was reduced slightly, the general equation more closely followed the theory. This
equation was valid for flowrates ranging from 4.4 to 18.9 m’/s.

Equation [60] allows evaluation of plate performance in terms of dimensionless parameters, in
particular, the pressure coellicient. Without correction factors,

gpp =LL [61]L P V2
2 H

where CP, = pressure coetlicient for perforated plate
AP = pressure across perforated plate, nominal or measured [Pa]

p = air density, nominal or measured [kg/m3]
V, = air velocity exiting nozzle [m/s]

Rewriting Equation [60],

Q- 2AP, ,m - 1.9165 Q, [62]

Rearranging Equation [62], and noting that Q = VA, I
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2 1.9165 Az AP
= ... [63]pn2

Pm n

where Ap = nozzle flow area [mz]

A„ and p„ were replaced with their constant values of 1.200 kg/mz and 0.782 mz, respectively. This
result showed that, for Equation [62], C], had a constant value of 1.9533.

To check this assumption, values of C„ were calculated for each measurement taken during the
calibration. A form of Equation [23] was used,

APCpp·
2 Pm II

If the pressure coefiicient is not constant, it may be related to the Reynolds number or Mach
number. The Reynolds number for the perforated plate is defined as,

Dp VnpmREP [65]

where Rep = Reynolds number for the perforated plate
Dp = diameter of holes in perforated plate [m]
um = measured value of air viscosity [N r/mz]

The Reynolds number is based on the measured velocity, which is not measured at the holes of the
perforated plate. However, the average velocity through a hole in the perforated plate only differs
by a multiplicative factor from the nozzle exit velocity, so that no error is introduced. The total 1
area of the 1628 holes (0.825 mz) differs only slightly from the total area of the nozzle exit (0.782 :mz).
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The Mach number is determined from

V. MP = ·—·—'!l— [66]
V Y pm/pm

where Pm = total measured pressure [Pa]

The pressure coeflicient was plotted against the Reynolds number and Mach number, and are
shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22, respectively.

The pressure coefiicient was not found to be a constant, as was previously assumed. Although
Equation [56] had an R2 of 0.9994, Figure 21 reveals that some effects were not taken into account.
The pressure coeflicient increased with the Reynolds number up to Re: 28,000 , and then de-
creased. The same trend occurred on both days, so it is unlikely that random error can account for
the non·constant value of Q,.

Several methods of correcting for the curvature in Figure 21 were considered, such as combining
the Reynolds number and Mach number. Multiplying the two values together exaggerated the
curvature, whereas dividing one into the other eliminated the velocity component, which is neces-
sary for the determination of the flowrate. A cubic equation was fit to the data to give the pressure
coefficient as a function of the Reynolds number. (Since the Mach number showed a similar trend,
this one equation was considered sufficient to account for the variation in the pressure coeflicient.)
The equation was found to be (R2 = 0.7002),

6,, = 1.8308 - 5.5625 X 10-6 Re + 8.5454 X 10"° 128 -1.67 X l0"l4 128 [67]

It is worthwhile to compare the results obtained using Equations [59], [60] and [67] with the actual

measured value. With an R2 of only 0.7002, it appeared that nothing had been gained. To properly
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compare the three equations, Equation [67] must be rewritten to a form similar to Equations [59]
and [60],

AP 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 21/,,)+ c3( [68]

where co, cl, Q, c3 = constants

No p„ term is included in the equation. However, it is a constant and as such will not influence the
goodness of fit. This equation resulted in a slight improvement over Equation [59] or [60], with an
R2 of 0.9997. Using additional terms with Equation [60] would have increased its R2 value as well.
There was no great difference seen among the three equations in predicting the pressure drop from
the flowrate.

lt was noted, however, that a greater scatter of the data points occurred when plotted as the pressure
coefficient and Reynolds number than simply as the pressure drop and flowrate. Some points
which appear to fall on a curve in Figure 20 no longer do so when plotted as in Figure 21. Hence,
it would appear that any errors that are small and difficult to detect using either Equation [59] or
[60], are greatly magnified when plotted using the pressure coefficient and the Reynolds number.

Equations [59] and [60] produced negative residuals near the endpoints and positive residuals near
the mean value of AP. These results may explain the curvature produced when the pressure coef-
ficient was plotted against the Reynolds number, as in Figure 21. Although Equation [67] was
found to be the most accurate, one must consider whether the nozzle had any effects on the pressure
drop · flowrate relationship of the perforated plate. In other words, does the calibration change
when the nozzle is removed and the connecting canvas reinstalled? Unfortunately, it was not pos-
sible to verify if any changes occurred.
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The pressure coefficient did not behave exactly as expected. The variation in the pressure coefficient
may have been caused by some slight flow separation in the exit section of the nozzle, by a changing
boundary layer thickness, or a combination of the two. Although these effects could not be sub-
stantiated, they may account for the non-constant value of the pressure coefficient, as well as a
flowrate exponent greater than 2 in Equation [59].

lt is also interesting to note the constant value of the pressure coeflicient using Equation [63]. The
value was 1.9533, which is not equal to the average of the individually calculated values of the
pressure coefiicient, 1.9223. The constant value was closer to the maximum of the calculated val-
ues. Referring to Figure 21, it can be deduced that, when the slope is positive, the exponent of the
flowrate, or velocity, is greater than 2. When the pressure coeflicient reaches a maximum, the slope
is zero, and the exponent is equal to 2. When the slope is negative, it is less than 2. In theory, the

' slope should never be positive, as is demonstrated by the Moody diagram, where slopes are always
less than or equal to zero.

At first glance, Equation [67] was not very suitable for field testing. Field tests involved measuring
the pressure drop across the perforated plate, which was converted to a flowrate. Both the pressure
coefiicient and the Reynolds number are functions of the air velocity, which is unknown from field
tests. This method would require an iterative solution. However, only a few iterations were re-
quired when the velocity was first estirnated using Equation [60]. The Reynolds number was esti-
mated using this velocity, and the pressure coefficient was calculated using Equation [67]. This
value, along with the measured pressure drop, was used in Equation [64] to determine the velocity
for the next iteration.

During field tests, the pressure drop across the plate varied slightly during a run. Once the supply
fan and dryer fan WCI°€ balanced, adjustments still had to be made to the supply fan to maintain
balance. Although these changes were small, the pressure reading at the plate changed slightly.
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For this reason, the reading was taken both at the beginning and at the end of the run, and averaged
to give one value.

Resistance Plate Calibration

Initially, the port resistance plates were calibrated up to a maximum flow of 2.8 mz/s. This maxi-
mum was found to be insuflicient for the testing that was done in Lewiston and Holland. After the
installation of a larger fan motor on the test stand in the laboratory, the resistance plates were re-
calibrated for a maximum flow of 4.1 mz/s which was the maximum the test setup could provide.
For the testing of dryers with 11.46-kW fans and only two ports open, the airflow was higher than
4.1 mz/s, so some minor extrapolation of data was necessary.

l

Figure 23 shows the calibration curve for Resistance Plate No. 7. Similar results were obtained for
the other resistance plates. Some differences were noted between calibration runs, and were more
pronounced than those encountered in the calibration of the perforated plate. For comparison, the
pressure drop·f1owrate curve for peanuts as given by Steele (1974), Equation [10], is also plotted in
Figure 23 for a peanut trailer depth of 1.3 m and a floor area of 8.4 mz.

As with the perforated plate, several methods of obtaining a calibration equation were possible. In
order to check how closely the plates followcd the resistance of a trailer filled with peanuts, it was
useful to present the calibration data for the resistance plates in the form of Equation [10],

A1>,,, = a Q" [69]
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where a, n = constants
AP,,, = nominal pressure drop across resistance plate [Pa]

Q, = measured flowrate through resistance plate [m3/S]

The results for the 8 resistance plates calibrated are shown in Table 3 and were obtained using
PERF FORTRAN, Appendix C. Comparing these values with Equation [57] reveals some dif-
ferences between the actual resistance of a trailer of peanuts, and that of the resistance plates used
to simulate them. The difference was small at low flowrates, but, since the values of n for the re-
sistance plates were higher than the 1.618 in Steele’s equation for peanuts, the difference was greater
at the higher flowrates.

Further analysis of the resistance plates was done using the pressure coefficient and Reynolds
number. The greatest value of the Mach number encountered was 0.031, and, based on Figure 6,

its effects on the pressure coefficient were considered negligible. Changes in the value of the pres-

sure coefficient were taken into account using only the Reynolds number.
l

Since the values of rz in Table 3 are less than 2, the pressure coefficient was expected to decrease
as the Reynolds number increased. This result was confirmed by plotting the pressure coefficient
against the Reynolds number for Resistance Plate No. 7 (Figure 24). Unlike the perforated plate,

the pressure coefficient started at a maximum and decreased as the Reynolds number increased.

The three calibration runs did not fall on the same line. Successive runs produced higher values “

of the pressure coefficient. As with the perforated plate, minor differences were magnified whenthesame

data points were plotted using the pressure coefficient. This upward drift was attributed to :
the collection of dust on the cheesecloth used for the resistanceplates.Resultsand Discussion 78 kQ _ _



Table 3. Pressure drop-flowrate equations for the 8 resistance plates.

Resistance AP„ = a Q"

1 27.70 1.774 0.9983
2 27.76 1.7250.99866

28.58 1.762 0.9977
4 29.29 1.745 0.9969
6 29.30 1.728 0.9992
6 29.39 1.710 0.9996
7 27.64 1.755 0.9990
6 33.19 1.711 0.9954

P1
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This problem proved to be one of the major drawbacks to using cloth to simulate the resistance
of peanuts. Unlike the perforated plate, the cloth allows a Howrate exponent to be less than 2, since
the small How areas forces the How to be laminar or transitional. The dust coHection results in a
bias in the Howrate measurements. In reality, the resistance increases, decreasing the actual
Howrate, but increasing the apparent Howrate, which is determined by referencing the measured
pressure drop to the calibration curve. After extended use, the resistance plates had to be recali-
brated.

The data from these new calibrations were used to determine the values of a and rz as in Table 3,
and are produced in Table 4. Resistance Plates 7 and 8 were used after the previous calibration,
and were not recalibrated.

The data from these new calibrations were also used to determine the pressure coefficient as a
function of the Reynolds number. The data were quite linear, and adding a squared term to the
regression analysis did little to improve R'. The values obtained from the linear regression for all
eight resistance plates are shown in Table 6. The R' values varied much more than they did in

I Table 4. This variance was assumed to be due to the error magnifying effect of the analysis. These
linear equations were transformed to produce an equation similar to Equation [68],

..0% Vi) + ..,% vi) R., [vo]

where ao, al = constants

AP,„, = measured pressure drop across resistance plate [Pa]
V, = measured velocity through resistance plate [m/s]

Re, = Reynolds number for resistance plate
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Table 4. Pressure drop·llowrate equations for the 8 resistance plates, recalibration.

Resistance AP„ = a Q"

1 33.11 ‘ 1.702 0.9913 _
2 31.21 1.682 0.9978
6 32.42 1.719 0.98884 30.55 1.733 0.9988 16 30.99 1.729 0.9981 1
6 29.98 1.7200.99667

27.64 1.755 0.9990 [16 33.19 1.711 0.9954 I
I
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The velocity was calculated by dividing the measured flowrate through the nozzle by the area of the
resistance plate. Best-lit values for the constants, as well as the R2 values are shown in Table 5.
These R2 values were similar to those in Table 4. It was concluded that the exponent of the
ilowrates, being less than 2, accounted for the negative, but relatively constant, slope in Figure 24.
Hence, Equation [68] was considered suüiciently accurate for flow calculations from field collected
data.

IError Analysis of Flow Measurement Devices I
I
I
I

ln order to properly determine original peanut dryer performance and then compare after modiii- I
cations, an estimate of the error involved in the llowrate determined using the perforated plate and I
the resistance plates was essential. I

I

Measurement errors result from two sources: precision error, and bias (Abemethy and Thompson, I
1980). For most measurements, biases are unknown. In this case, measurement errors were as- I
sumed to be precision errors, so only Equation [47] was used. In other instances, only one error I

for a given measurement is used for analysis (Rabinowicz, 1970; AMCA, 1985). This type of I

analysis was used for most of the error estimation and was well suited when single error bounds
I

were provided by the manufacturer. Due to dust collection in the resistance plates, error calcu- I
lations must be adjusted to account for the driit in the calibration. Biases were introduced in a I
known direction and had to be estimated. I

_ I
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Table 5. Pressure drop as a function of Reynolds number for the 8 resistance plates, recalibration.

Resistance AP,„,/p,„ = a„( VB) + a,(V}) Re,

1 6.832 -1.682 0.9988
2 6.681 -1.955 0.9987
3 6.897 -1.616 0.9944
4 7.118 -1.876 0.9988
5 7.073 -2.045 0.9991
6 7.079 -2.187 0.9991
7 6.771 -1.826 0.9988
8 7.963 -2.333 0.9966
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Table 6. Pressure coeflicient and Reynolds number for the 8 resistance plates.

Resistance C„ = a,, + a, Re,

1 8.326 -3.034 0.7389
2 7.792 -3.012 0.9083
3 8.185 -2.713 0.6841
4 7.714 -2.622 0.9172
5 7.822 -2.704 0.9049
6 7.524 -2.580 0.8913
7 7.003 -2.127 0.9180
8 8.389 -2.877 0.8131

1
I
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Total Flow Measurement Error

Error was considered for the three How prediction methods, Equations [59], [60], and [67]. Error
was expected to be largest for Equation [60] and smallest for Equation [67]. In Equation [60], the
pressure coeiiicient was assumed to be constant. Defining the nozzle area to be width times length,
LW, the Howrate is determined from,

2 APQ, = 1. W [71]pm pp

According to the manufacturer of the inclined manometer, the pressure drop across the plate was
measurable to an accuracy of :1: 2 percent. The width and length of the nozzle exit were measured
to within 0.002 m. The air density is determined from the wet and dry bulb temperatures,
barometric pressure, and saturated vapor pressure. If the temperatures are measured to within
l.l°C, and the barometric pressure within 170 Pa, the error in air density is approximately 0.005
(AMCA, 1985).

The pressure coeHicient, C,,, had a standard deviation, SC', , of 0.05790, and mean, C], of 1.9223.
The associated precision error is t„ SC". Hence, ec', :0.116. Error was also estimated using the
error measurements associated with AP,,,, p,„, and V„ . Errors in the velocity measurement resulted
from velocity pressure measurements, as well as How non-unifoxmities in the nozzle exit. This
combined error was estimated to be 1 percent. Using Equations [36] and [64], ec" was estimated
to be 0.056. The larger error estimate was used for the analysis.

From Equation [36], the error in estirnating Q, is

2-2-./2 1.Z 2 Z APZ Z cZ [72]Q, — 2 ( ei! ) +( ew/W) + <¤Ap,_/ „,) + ( —¢,,,„/1¤„„) + ( —¢c,,,,/ pp)
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With L = 0.886, W= 0.883, p,,,=l.l5, ec], = 0.116, 6],, = 1.9533, and , e,,,]_ = 0.02(AP,„) ,

8gi = 0.032Qp

The error bound increases if one considers that the standard deviation used for estimating the error
in C,, is 1.922, not the 1.9533 actually used. Recalculating the standard deviation to account for
this results in errors of 3.5 percent.

Error associated with Equation [59] must be evaluated in a different manner since there is no
measurable constant like C,, to defme a bound on precision error. Error was estimated for the
equation

Q, = k AP,T [73]

In this equation, k = 0.782 and m = 0.487. The value of m is determined from,

ln V,, .4,, — In k”* · im

Similarly, k is determined from,

V A1. =L [vs]A1>;,"

Errors were estimated for m and k based on the measurement errors associated with

AP,,, V,,, and A,, . The estimated measurement error in m, 62,,,, was 0.0063 and 0.0086 for pressure

drops across the perforated plate of 60 and 650 Pa, respectively. These pressure dropscorrespondto
flowrates of 5.73 and 18.27 m3/s. The error in estimating k, e,,, was 0.011. '



Error was also estimated by using the standard deviation of both m and k , from Equations [75] and
[76]. With m held constant in Equation [75], a k value was determined for each set of
A„, V„, and AP„ . The standard deviation was estimated from,

“ Vn An/APT)2 LSk 2 [76]

S, was determined to be 0.0076, and the error, ek , was estimated to be 0.015. Similarly,
c,„ 2 0.0042.

The error in determining Q, isI

öQp 2 *292 2 öQp 2 I

Using an error of 2 percent for the pressure drop, and maximum errors of 0.0086 and 0.015 for
m and k , respectively,

e·——?L = 0.022Qp

The error in Q, was also estimated by determining the standard deviation of Q, when using
Equation [73],

2<Q,-/«AP.T>2 , I_ _______L__ — ISQ. · „-1 2 [78] „
I
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This method gave an error in Q, of 0.21, corresponding to errors of 3.6 and 1.1 percent at flowrates
of 5.73 and 18.27 m3/s, respectively.

Error was expected to be further reduced using Equation [67]. Assuming a viscosity error of 0.5
percent, measurement error in the Reynolds number was estimated to be 1.2 percent. Pressure
drops of 60 and 650 Pa correspond to Reynolds numbers of 12,000 and 40,000. Corresponding
measurement errors in C,,, using Equation [67] resulted

inTotalerror in the pressure coeflicient was also estimated using the standard deviation, similar to
Equation [78]. Error was estimated to be twice the standard deviation, or 0.063, which was much
larger than the measurement error. Total error in estimating Q, from AP,„ was estimated from
Equations [71] and [72]. This analysis resulted in,

e
Ä= 0.019Qp

Thus, errors in total flow measurement using Equation [67] were determined to be less than 2 per-
cent.

Resistance Plate Flow Measurement Error

The resistance plate errors were expected to be much higher than those of the perforated plate,
based on the R* values. Following the method used for Equation [73], error analysis was done for
the worst case, which was assumed to be recalibrated Resistance Plate 1, R2 = 0.9913. Pressure
drops across the resistance plate ranged from 80 to 360 Pa, corresponding to llowrates, Q,, of 1.69
to 4.05 m’/s. Using Equation [73], k and m were found to be 0.132 and 0.582, respectively.
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Flowrate was assumed accurate to within 1.2 percent for the calibration, and the pressure
drop,measuredwith a micromanometer, produced negligible error. Associated measurement error in k

I

was 0.0070, and a maximum of 0.019 in m.

Using the standard deviations of m and k resulted in errors of 6,, z 0.0068 and 6,,, z 0.010 . With
the larger error values, 6,, z 0.070 and 6,,, z 0.019 ,

°Q···—··L = 0.020
Qr

Error was also estimated from the standard deviation of the flowrate, SQ, , using a form of Equation
[78]. The error bounds were as follows, ,

6
··?£· = 0.082, Q, = 1.69ma/8Qr

I€Qn
3———= 0.034, Q, = 4.05 m /8Q. ]

In the worst case, the flowrate exiting a resistance plate was measured within 8.2 percent. These I
values do not include bias resulting from dust collection after extensive use. Bias addedadditionalerror

to the flow determination. Furthermore, this error accounted for only one of theresistanceplates.
For a six-trailer unit, with aH ports in use, and assuming consistent 5 percent error, the total I

error would be 12.2 percent. This result led to the conclusion that the total flow defined by the
perforated plate is much more accurate. Additional problems arose due to pressure drop fluctu-
ations, both for the resistance plates and the perforated plate. Although these may reflect flow I

fluctuations, and are therefore not true errors, errors were introduced in leakage calculations since
it was not possible to make all pressure measurements sirnultaneously. The range of fluctuation
was recorded to indicate possible sources of error, but averages were used to process the data.
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Resistance Plate and Perforated Plate Correlation

Since some leaks from the dryer plenum are expected, the total How computed from the pressure
drop across the perforated plate should be higher than the sum of Hows through the resistance·
plates, which was usually the case, but negative leakage did occur, usually when leaks were diflicult
to detect. (beakage is defined as the the total How minus the sum of Hows out the ports.) The
calculated negative leakage ran as high as 6.5 percent of the total airHow. This value may have re-
sulted from Huctuating pressure drops during a test run which gave some error in calculating the
Hows from the individual ports as well as the perforated plate.

There are three possible explanations for any discrepancy between the total How measured with the
perforated plate and the total How calculated by summing the measured Hows at all the ports. 1Q
l. Error in the total measured with the perforated plate.

Q
I2. Errors in the Hows measured with the resistance plates. QQ

3. Leakage.l

The measurement of total How with the perforated plate was deterrnined to be the mostaccurateof
all the How measurements. Since this error is small, discrepancies between total How measure- :

ments were mainly due to leakage and errors associated with the resistance plates.
'I

For tests on the best-maintained plenums, meaning that all practical means were used to seal leaks, '
the discrepancy between perforated plate total How and resistance plates total How ranged from -0.6 Q
to 3.45 percent. These values are based on results obtained at Blacksburg for the four-trailer unit ‘

since the resistance plates were calibrated just prior to testing, and hence would be the most reliable Q
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means of estimating discrepancy between the perforated plate and the resistance plates. However,
since these percentages fell within the error associated with the resistance plates, an accurate as-
sessment of dryer leakage was impossible. Even in the worst-maintained dryer, measured leakage
was 7 percent, which is still within the error bound.

Considerable effort would have to be expended to reduce the resistance plate error to the point
where it can be neglected. A very accurate manometer which will record and average the pressure
drop across a resistance plate for some time interval, say five minutes, would be needed for both
the calibration curve and collection of the best data. The resistance plate itself would need to be
constructed from a more durable material than cheesecloth, and then would have to be carefully
maintained and frequently recalibrated. lt is questionable if the return gained, in an improvement
in the leakage measurement, which is only 7 percent of the total flow for even the worst-maintained
plenum, is worth the additional effort. lf all resistance plates in a six-trailer unit were accurate to
within l percent, the combined error would be 2.4 percent, which is a large percentage of any cal-
culated leakage.

Supply Fan Effects on Dryer Fan

Another possible source of error can exist if the supply fan provides a positive total pressure to the
dryer fan. Since the connecting canvas was not always kept at a slight negative pressure as it should
be, the dryer fan may have a more favorable inlet condition than normal. To check the conse-
quence of this error, the dryer was tested both with and without the fan test unit connected. With
all ports open, the total flow was determined by summing all the flows from the individual ports.

This summation was done for each of the six dryer configurations tested. After connecting the fan
E

test unit, the total flow increased l.l to 3.8 percent, with an average increase of 2.8 percent, whichResults und



is within the error bound for the resistance plate measurements. Consequently, no definite state-
ment can be made concerning the effect of the supply fan. It appears that its effect is negligible,
which is the hoped for result.

Errors were increased on windy days. Gusts would cause the connecting canvas to flutter consid-
erably, resulting in fluctuating pressure drops across the perforated plate. This problem was par-
tially solved by increasing the pressure in the canvas, to reduce the fluttering. Although readings
were steadier, dryer fan overfeeding was increased.

Dryer Performance

Data collected in the field had to be processed in order to evaluate performance. Conversions of
pressure drops to flowrates, accounting for barometric pressure and temperature was done by
FIELD FORTRAN, Appendix D.

Effects of Repairs

The effects of repairing the two dryers tested in Lewiston were determined by taping over all holes
found in the plenum or the plenum canvasses. For the eight-trailer unit, these repairs caused an
increase in total flowrate of only 2.2 percent. (Total flow was obtained by sumrning the resistance
plate flows.) Total flow into the dryer fan, as measured at the perforated plate, remained constant.
As the effect of taping could only be compared on one test, this value is not conclusive. The six-
trailer unit was tested more extensively, and for the five combinations compared, the total flow in-
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creased from 2.9 up to percent. A general inspection of the dryer before testing indicated a unit
in relatively poor repair. The losses appeared to be totally independent of the number of ports
open. The greatest loss, 5.1 percent, represents a flow of 0.76 m’/s, or approximately enough for
a trailer 40% full, so the resultant energy losses were significant. Total flow into the fan decreased
by 0.3 to 3.6 percent. Repairing increased the resistance of the system, causing the flowrate to de-
crease.

By constrast, the six·trailer unit tested in Holland appeared in remarkably good condition. Taping
the few holes that were detected increased the total flow from -0.7 to 1.2 percent. These percentages
were obtained from summing the flows from the individual ports before and after taping, and
comparing tests with the same ports open and closed. Differences in measurements before and after
repair were comparable to differences measured for repetitions of the same test, which led to the
conclusion that the repairs did not improve performance. Total flow increased from -0.9 to 0.8
percent, which is within the error bound of the perforated plate.

The planned method for determining the improvement from repairs was to compare the leakage
before and after, leakage being defined as the perforated plate flow minus the sum of the resistance
plate flows. Because this method for defining leakage includes the perforated plate error, resistance
plate error, and the true lealcage, the values obtained often varied by up to 0.2 m3/s. This hand-
icapped assessment of the improvement derived from repairs, since the leakage values were very
small compared to the total flow.

The four-trailer unit tested in Blacksburg was repaired thoroughly. A general inspection of the
dryer would indicate that repairs should make a noticeable increase in air delivered. The fan
housing on the 0.905 m Long fan had numerous holes. The plenum had several places where the
joints, particularly at the ports, had come apart. Some of the port canvasses were tom andcrackedand

these were replaced. With no weatherstripping added to the frames, the total flow increased i

I
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5.35 percent. Vläth the weatherstripping, iflowrate increased 6.80 to 7.04 percent compared to the
dryer before repairs, an increase of about 0.6 m3/s. These leakages were determined by summing
resistance plate flow before and after repair. By plugging some of the leaks, the resistance was in-
creased, the fan built a higher pressure, and the resulting flow through the resistance plates was in-
creased.

Since the six trailer unit tested in Blacksburg was made by adding extra sections to the four trailer
unit, the increase in airflow after repairs applied only to the added sections and varied from 2.6 to
4.4 percent.

Measured Ratings versus Manufacturers’ Ratings
i

One of the means of evaluating dryer performance is to determine if the fans deliver air according
to the manufacturers’ ratings. Losses in the peanut dryer resulted from flow disturbances caused
by the motor, propane burner, abrupt expansion into the plenum, as well as entrance losses into
the supply ports. These losses could not be directly measured. As the pressure drop across the fan
was not known, several methods of estimating it were explored. Livesey and Hugh (1966) described
several methods of determining mean pressure values. They computed an average pressure using
5 methods: mass weighted, area weighted, availability, mixed, and mass derived. The availability
method, using mass flowrates and the logarithms of the pnessures, was preferred. The other meth·
ods were compared to it. At low Mach numbers, the mass weighted method agreed very well with
the availability method. The mass weighted pressure is given by,

— 1 . .» P,„„,=—;1-[ZP dm + Po dm] [79]
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where PM, = mass weighted pressure
P = measured pressure

Po = reference pressure
ri: = mass llowrate

In the case of peanut dryers, the pressures measured were generally low, less than 250 Pa. Since
air density dilferences within this range were negligible, the volumetric flowrate is comparable to the
mass flowrate. Hence, a weighted pressure drop based on the volumetric flowrate should give good
results. The weighted pressure is given by,

n
P, = ZAP,gl [80]z

lnl

where P, = weighted pressure drop [Pa]
AP, = pressure drop measured at the i th port [Pa]

Q, = flow at the i th port [mg/r]
Q, = total flow delivered by fan [m3/s]

R

Q: = EQ!
:¤1

rz = number of open ports

Since the resistance plate pressure drops were taken considerably downstream of the fan outlet,
these pressure drops were expected to be lower than the actual pressure drop across the fan. The

total pressure 'seen' by the fan is a sum of the pressure drop in the fan housing and plenum, plus
the pressure drop at the resistance plates. A lower pressure referenced to the manufacturer’s curve

4
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F
will give a higher rated flow. For this reason, measured flow should be less than rated flow. The
measured airflow and its corresponding weighted pressure drop were plotted alongside the rating
curve as supplied by the manufacturer to give an indication of the losses encountered in the dryer.
Three additional curves are included showing 90, 80 and 70 percent of rated delivery at the rated
pressure, respectively. These results are depicted in Figure 25 through Figure 33. Both the eight
and six trailer units tested in Lewiston were equipped with the same fan model, as shown in
Figure 25 and Figure 26, respectively. Both of these dryers delivered more than 90 percent of their
rated flows. The eight·trailer unit was found to perform better than the six·trailer unit. Several of
the operating points actually exceeded the rating, which was thought to be caused either by the fan
test unit oversupplying the dryer fan or experimental error. In addition, the speed of a three-phase
motor increases as its load decreases. If the fan is underloaded, its speed may be above the rated
speed, hence the airflow would be above its rating. However, fan speed was not measured. Since

the perforated plate method for measurement of total flow is accurate to within 2 percent, errors in
the rating curve as supplied by the manufacturer were suspected as the major cause of the operating

points exceeding the rating. Because all measured values are included, both before and after repairs,

measured flowrates varied at the same measured pressure drops.

Since both dryers tested at Lewiston, the six-trailer and the eight·trailer unit, had the same fan, it
is worthwhile to compare Figure 25 to Figure 26. For one test (Figure 26), the fan developed 175

Pa and delivered 16.5 m3/s to six trailers (resistance plates), averaging 2.75 m3/s per trailer. The
Same fan developed 125 Pa and delivered 17.5 m3/s to eight trailers, averaging 2.19 m’/s per trailer.
Measured average airflow was equivalent to 0.255

m’/s
per

m’
of peanuts in the six·trailer unit and

0.205
m’/s

in the eight-trailer unit. Desired minimum airflow is 0.167 m3/s per m3 of peanuts, so
adequate average airflow is available, even in the eight·trailer unit. Dryer capacity was increased
33 percent by adding two additional ports to the six·trailer unit, and total airflow was increased by

only 7 percent.
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Figure 25. Pressure drop vs. flowrate for an eight·trailer unit equipped with an ll.2-kW Aerovent fan
(Lewiston, NC).
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Figure 26. Pressure drop vs. llowrate for a six-trailer unit equipped with an ll.2·kW Aerovent fan
(Lewiston, NC).
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The six·trailer unit tested in Holland did not perform as well as those in Lewiston, as shown in
Figure 27. A restricted inlet was at least partially responsible for the loss of performance. The shed
housing the dryer was open on the sides for the trailers, but had a wall on the end, close to the dryer
fan inlet. The air was drawn by the fan through a rectangular opening in the wall. This opening
was not large enough to allow free entry of the air into the inlet. The problem was aggxavated since
the wall prevented the end plate of the fan test unit from being properly positioned over the inlet,
causing the canvas connecting the end plate to the inlet to be sucked onto a portion of the fan
screen.

With all six ports open, the How averaged 0.187 m’/s
per m’

ofpeanut trailer volume, or 12 percent
above the recommended How. When one port was closed, the average How to the Hve open ports
was 0.208 m3/s per

m’,
and with two closed it increased to 0.256

m’/s
per

m’.

As the number of closed ports increased, the pressure drop the fan was working against went up,
and the fan delivered a still smaller percentage of its rating. Closing ports did not proportionally
change the total Howrate, as more air was forced through those ports leh open. The resulting higher
velocities added to turbulence losses in the plenum.

When installed on a six·trailer unit, the 7.46-kW Long fan delivered up to 85 percent of its rating
(Figure 28). The 5.60-kW model did not perform as well, and delivered a maximum of 80 percent
of its rating (Figure 29). As the plenum was identical for both fans, additional losses were attri-
buted to dilferences in the fan housings. The smaller fan had a large disk in the center of the gas
bumer, which was not included in the larger fan.

The 7.46-kW Long fan delivered an average of 0.200
m’/s

per
m’

of peanut trailer volume in a
six-trailer unit compared to 0.151 m3/s per ms for the 5.60-kW Long fan. (The six·trailer unit at
Lewiston averaged 0.255 m3/s per m3, and the six·trailer unit at Holland averaged 0.187 ms/s per
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Figure 27. Pressure drop vs. llowrate for a six-trailer unit equipped with a 7.46-kW Aeroventfan(Holland,VA). r
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Figure 28. Pressure drop vs. llowrate for a six·trai|er unit equipped with a 7.46-kW Long fan(Blacksburg, VA).
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Figure 29. Pressure drop vs. flowrate for a six-trailer unit equipped with a 5.60-kW Long fan(ßlacksburg, VA).
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mi'. With one and two ports closed, the 7.46-kW Long fan averaged 0.228 and 0.277 m3/s per m3,

respectively. The 5.60-kW Long fan averaged 0.177 and 0.213 m3/s per ms with one and two ports
closed. When installed on a four-trailer unit equipped with a baflle, the 5.60-kW fan delivered 0.208
m’/s

per
m’

with all ports open. When the 7.46-kW Long fan was installed on an eight-trailer unit
equipped with a baflle, it averaged 0.156

m’/s
per m’. These results are summarized in Table 7.

The effect of the bafHe in the Long dryer is revealed by comparing Figure 28 to Figure 30 for the
7.46-kW fan, and Figure 29 to Figure 31 for the 5.60-kW fan. The addition of the bafHe in the
dryer with the smaller fan resulted in a total How decrease from 0 to 5 percent for the range of
combinations tested. Adding the baflle to the dryer with the larger fan had only negligible effects
on total output. 'These results are of prime importance as they show that air can be evenly dis-
tributed to the supply ports with a total How loss of less than 5 percent. Furthermore, this can be
achieved readily, since the baflle requires a minimum amount of investment, both in time and
money. These losses and costs are well worth the benefit gained by having uniform air distribution
to each of the supply ports.

In all cases, the difference between the measured and rated performance was greater at higher
pressure drops. Thus, closing port gates reduced dryer efiiciency. For example, the data in
Figure 28 shows that for a weighted pressure of 350 Pa, the total airHow was 70 percent of rated.
When the pressure was reduced to 125 Pa, the total How was 85 percent of rated.

Fans delivered a smaller proportion of their rated How when installed on smaller dryers. This is
demonstrated by comparing a six·trai1er unit with an eight-trailer unit, each equipped with the same
11.2-kW fan (Figure 25 and Figure 26). The 7.46-kW Long fan delivered a greater percentage of
its rated How to the eight-trailer unit than to the six-trailer unit (Figure 30 and Figure 32). Simi-
larly, the 5.60-kW Long fan delivered a greater percentage of its rated How to the six-trailer unit than
to the four·trailer unit (Figure 31 and Figure 33).
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Table 7. Average airflow for contigurations tested.

Fan Size Dryer Average Airflow Percentage Increase
and Type Plenum (m’/s per m3) Over Recommended

‘

11.2-kW Aerovent Eight·Trai1er 0.205 23
11.2-kW Aerovent Six-Trailer 0.255 53
7.46-kW Aerovent Six·Trai1er 0.187 12

5.60-kW Long Six-Trailer 0.151 -10
5.60-kW I..ong Four·Trai1er 0.208 25
7.46-kW Long Eight·Tra.i1er 0.156 6.4 g
7.46-kW Long Six-Trailer 0.200 20

‘ Recommended airflow 0.167
m’/s

per m3 of peanuts at a 1.3 m depth.

II
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Figure 30. Pressure drop vs. llowrate for a six—trailer unit equipped with a 7.46-kW Long fan, with ballle
(Blacksburg, VA).
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Figure 3l. Pressure drop vs. flowrate for a six-·trailer unit equipped with a 5.60-kW Long fan, with baffle(Blacksburg, VA).
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Figure 32. Pressure drop vs. llowrate for an eight-trailer unit equipped with a 7.46·kW Long fan, withbaflle (Blacksburg, VA).
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ä’ Figure 33. Pressure drop vs. llowrate for a four-trailer unit equipped with a 5.60-kW Long fan, with I
baflle (ßlacksburg, VA). I
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Air Distribution within the Plenum ' l

The air distributions within the plenums of the six units when all ports were open are shown in
Figure 34 to Figure 41. The large rectangular outline between the dashed lines represents the dryer
plenum, with the air entering from the left. The dashed lines indicate balanced flowrate through
the port. Balanced flowrate is defined to be the flowrate out a port when the measured total flow
is equally divided to all the ports. Measured flowrate is that obtained during testing, and is shown
as a percentage (either increase or decrease) of the balanced flowrate. For example, in a six-trailer
dryer with all the supply ports open, the balanced flowrate through each port would be l/6, or 16.67
percent of the total flow entering the dryer. lf the measured flowrate at a port were 25 percent of
the total flowrate, it would be delivering 50 percent above its balanced flowrate. When the meas-
ured flowrate is above the balanced flowrate, the value is plotted as a thick bar on the positive scale.
When the measured flowrate is below the balanced flowrate, this bar appears on the negative side
of the scale. Solid lines indicate the recommended flowrate, based on 0.167 m3/s per

m’
of peanuts,

or 1.82 m3/s per trailer port. When the solid line is on the negative side of the dashed line, the total
flow supplied by the fan is above the total requirements for drying. A bar on the positive side of
the solid line indicates that the port receives more than the recommended flowrate.

Air distribution could not be determined using the perforated plate, but only by the resistance
plates, implying the possibility of large errors. Comparison of many tests showed that error was
relatively small. Bias was not expected to affect the distribution measurements since all resistance
plate calibrations would shift in a similar fashion.

The eight·trailer unit tested in Lewiston (Figure 34) showed a severe distribution problem, with the
two ports closest to the fan receiving much less air than the others. These two ports received less
than the recommended flow, while the remaining six were oversupplied. Distribution improved
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slightly when the same fan was installed on a six·trailer unit, though all ports received more than
the recommended flowrate (Figure 35).

Some differences in distribution occurred between tests with the fan test unit connected, and dis-
connected for the dryer tested in Holland. These differences were possibly due to the fan inlet
canvas being sucked onto a portion of the fan screen, as discussed earlier. For this reason, the
measured distribution with the fan test unit disconnected was used to prepare Figure 36. Once
again, total flow exceeded recommended flow. Figure 37 shows a 5.60-kW fan on a six·trailer unit.
Distribution was poor, similar to the eight·trailer unit (Figure 34). Installing a larger, 7.46-kW fan
on the same plenum revealed that distribution could be improved (Figure 38). Installing a larger
fan on the same plenum, or using the same fan on a smaller plenum resulted in slightly improved
airflow distribution. In other words, fans operating against higher pressure drops deliver air more
evenly to the supply ports than those operating against smaller pressure drops. The larger fans,
however, supply more air than needed, thus increasing operating costs.

A marked improvement resulted from the installation of a baffle (Figure 39 to Figure 41). The
measured flowrate as a percentage of balanced flowrate was consistently higher at Port No. 1 in the
six-trailer unit with the 5.60-kW Long fan (Figure 39), than with the 7.46-kW fan (Figure 40). It
was suspected that noticeable differences in clearance between the fan blade and housing caused this
behavior. The same fan caused similar problems in the four·trailer unit (Figure 41). The baffle
was not as effective in distributing the air in an eight·trailer unit (Figure 42).

Closing ports in the dryer plenums changed the flow distribution (Figure 43 to Figure 45).
Measured flowrate as a percentage of balanced flowrate is based on the number of open ports. (For
example, if four port gates are closed in an eight~trailer unit, the balanced üowrate through each
of the four open ports would be 25 percent of the total. If the measured value were 30 percent of
the total, the port would be delivering 20 percent above its balanced flowrate.) Recommended
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Figure 34. Deviation of measured from balanced flowrate with all ports open in an eight-trailer unit,
11.2-kW Aerovent fan (Lewiston, NC). Dashed lines indicate balanced flow. Solid lines
indicate recommended flow which is 19% below balanced flow.
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Figure 38. Deviation of measured from balanced llowrate with all ports open in a six—t1·ailer unit,7.46-kW Long fan (Blacksburg, VA). Dashed lines indicate balanced flow. Solid lines in-dicate recommended flow which is 16% below balanced flow.
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flowrate as a percentage increase in balanced flowrate is calculated in a similar manner. In some
cases, closing ports resulted in well·distributed flow, as seen in the data for the eight·trailer unit with
four ports closed (Figure 43). However, when either or both of the two ports nearest the fan were
left open, they did not receive the correct proportion of the total flow (Figure 44 and Figure 45).

Flow distribution is summaxized in Figure 46 to Figure 53. For example, combining Figure 46
and Figure 43 to Figure 45, as well as results from additional combinations, produced the distrib-
ution represented by the graph in Figure 46. The deviation of measured flowrate from balanced
flowrate for the different combination of ports closed is represented by the bar graph, and shows
the extremes that can be expected. A plenum with good air distribution would have bar graphs that
are short and are centered over the dashed line.

The installation of a baflle (Figure 5l to Figure 54) greatly reduced the range of deviation. This
means that the air is well·distributed regardless of the number of ports being used. Use of a baffle
would allow farmers to remove trailers and close ports, and still expect uniform drying rates in the
remaining trailers.

One problem that occurs in all cases, is that port No. 1 always receives more than the one opposite.
One possible explanation is that many dryers have thermostats that are in a metal box screwed to
the plenum on the left side when facing downstream. The gas line and associated fittings are also
located on the left. Testing showed that these obstructions caused a greater flow to port No. 1 as Q

compared to the oneopposite.Q
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Power Consumption

Power measurements revealed that dryer fans were operating close to motor capacities. A fully

loaded 5.60-kW motor, at 70 percent eHiciency, would use approximately 8000 W. Tests showed

power consumption ranged from 8040 to 8280 W. At 80 percent efficiency, the 7.46·kW motor

was expected to use 9300 W, whereas measurements ranged from 8960 to 9600 W.

Knowing the fan power consumption, as well as the Howrate, gives an indication of fan efficiency,
based on the amount of air delivered per watt of power consumed. Both the 5.60- and 7.46-kW
Long fans delivered more air per watt of energy consumed as the pressure drops across them de-
creased. The 5.60-kW fan delivered 0.00093 to 0.00123 m’/s/W at pressure drops ranging from 270

down to 70 Pa, respectively. The 7.46-kW fan delivered 0.00108 to 0.00142 m’/s/W, with corre-

sponding pressure drops of 266 to 120 Pa. With two ports open in the six-trailer plenum, the

pressure drop across the smaller fan was 271 Pa, and it delivered 0.00093 m’/s/W. With three ports
open in the same plenum, the pressure drop across the larger fan was 266 Pa, and it delivered

0.00108 m’/s/W. Thus, at the same pressure drop, the larger fan delivered 16 percent more air per

unit of electrical energy consumed than the smaller fan.

Inlet restrictions were used to decrease the Howrate. The size of the opening in the restriction was

increased until the Howrate through each open port was approximately 1.82 m’/s. The size of the
}

opening and the total How exiting the open ports is shown in Table 8. Although therestrictionswere
initially sized to deliver 1.82 m3/s per port, the measured average Howrate wasapproximately1.74
ma/s per port. Total How without restriction is included forcomparison.Results
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Table 8. Total llowrate with and without inlet restrictions.

Total Flow

Number of Without With Restriction
° Open Ports Restrictions Restrictions Opening (m)

6 12.58 10.50 0.965
5 12.13 8.63 0.865
4 11.36 6.95 0.797
3 10.22 S. 19 0.711
2 8.17 3.52 0.641
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The inlet restrictions proved to be very effective. Depending on the amount of inlet area reduction,
energy consumption was reduced from 18 to 36 percent, while total airflow was reduced from 17

to 57 percent. For a four·trailer plenum, energy consumption for both the 5.60- and 7.46-kW fans
was similar when the same airflow was delivered across the same pressure drop. (This pressure drop
is measured at the resistance plates, and therefore includes the pressure drop across the inlet re-
striction.)

The test results for the 7.46-kW fan on a six·trailer unit equipped with a bafile is shown in

Figure 55. As the gates were closed on the supply ports, energy consumption increased slightly

from 8960 to 9600W, when no inlet restrictions were used. Airflow through each port increased

much faster than energy consumption as the port gates were closed. (Total airflow to the plenum

can be determined by multiplying the airflow through each port by the number of pons open.)

Results were similar for the 5.60-kW fan.

As already mentioned, average flowrate per port increased much faster than the total electric energy

consumption as ports were closed. When restrictions were used to maintain a constant average
flowrate per port, the total electric energy consumption decreased as ports were closed. It was re-
duced from 7320 watts with all ports open to 6120 watts with four ports closed, while maintaining

a constant average flowrate of 1.74 m’/s to all open ports. Though total electrical energy was re-
duced, the units of air delivered per watt of power consumed was decreased from 0.00143 m3/s/W

With all ports open to 0.00130 ms/s/W with one port closed, 0.00113 ma/s/W with two ports closed, x
0.000859 m3/s/W with three ports closed, and 0.000575 m’/s/W with four ports closed. By using b

the restriction the total electric energy consumption, when compared to energy consumptionwithno

restrictions, was reduced 26 percent when one port was closed. However, the m3/s/W ratio was l

reduced 3 percent. With four ports closed the total electric energy was reduced 36 percent with the E
restriction, and the m’/s/W ratio was reduced 32 percent. Though the fan performance, defined :
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by the m’/s/W ratio, is reduced by the restriction, it is still a useful management tool because it
reduces the total electric cost the farmer pays for drying his crop.
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E

Summary and Conclusions
E

l. The perforated plate was found to be a good method of total flow measurement for on·site field
itesting of dryer fans. Error was deterrnined to be less than 2 percent theoretically, and

wassubstantiatedby field measurements. Some slight calibration problems were detected bynotinga
rise and fall of the pressure coefficient, based on pressure drop across the plate, whenplottedagainst

its corresponding Reynolds number. Investigation and correction of the
problemwouldprobably not greatly improve flow measurement accuracy. The connecting canvas
in-troducederror when it fluttered in the wind, causing iluctuations in the pressure drop.
Thisproblemwas partially solved by increasing the pressure within the canvas, but this resulted in i
overfeeding of the dryerfan.2.

The resistance plate error was too large for accurate field measurements, particularly whenus-ing
many of them, resulting in compounded error. Cheesecloth worked well insimulatingpeanuts

since it prevented airflow through it from being totally turbulent. Being made
ofcotton,however, it lacked durability and was highly susceptible to dust collection,irxtroducingbias

to the calibration. Unlike the perforated plate, the resistance plates produced a
steadydecreasein the pressure coefficient as the Reynolds number increased. A resistance plate madeä
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of strong material that is easily cleaned, while preventing totally turbulent flow, is needed to
more accurately measure the airflow exiting the supply ports.

3. Despite errors in the flow determination using the resistance plates, they, along with the per-
forated plate, provided a successful method of on-site performance testing of commercial pea-
nut dryers. However, accurate leakage measurements were not possible. Difiiculties in using
the method arose mainly in dryer sheds where the dryer fan inlet was not readily accessible,
or where there was insufiicient area to position the fan test unit.

4. Plotting the pressure coefficient against the Reynolds number, for both the resistance plates
and the perforated plate, quickly revealed if any errors occurred during the calibration. A
scatter of points that was slight when using the pressure drop and flowrate was greatly magni-
fied when the pressure coefiicient and Reynolds number were employed. A slope of zero in-
dicated turbulent flow, where the pressure drop is proportional to the power of 2 of the
Velocity. A negative slope indicated a value of less than 2. A positive slope meant a power
greater than 2, implying that problems existed with the calibration procedure.

5. Six peanut dryers were field tested and results compared with mar1ufacturers' ratings. A
weighted pressure drop at the resistance plates, and the total measured flow into the fan were
used for the comparison. Peanut dryer fans delivered from 75 to 100 percent of their rated
flow, based on the rating curves supplied by the manufacturers. Further decreases were en-
countered if port gates were closed, Thus increasing the pressure drop across the fan. Slightly
lower values occurred for dryers equipped with bafiles, decreasing total flowrates up to 5 per-
cent. Assurning efliciencies of 70 to 80 percent, electric energy consumed by the fan was close
to its nameplate rating. Fans performed more closely to manufacturers’ ratings with lower
pressure drops across them. In some instances, fan delivered more than their rated flow. This
discrepancy was attributed to errors in the manufacturers’ ratings.
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6. Dryer plenums noxmally deliver much too little air to the pair of supply ports closest to the
fan. Increasing the fan size, or decreasing the dryer size resulted in slightly improved air dis-
tribution. However, additional modifications were required to bring the distribution to an ac-
ceptable level. To distribute air evenly, numerous flow vanes within the plenum were not
found to be necessary. One baffle proved to adequately solve distribution problems. Beyond
this, the port immediately to the right of the fan when looking downstream generally received
more air than the port opposite it, which was attributed to the presence of the bumer and ac-
cessories.

7. Inlet restrictions were found to be a promising means of flow control. Simple restrictions re-
sulted in energy savings as high as 36 percent, while reducing total airflow up to 57 percent,
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•Appendnx A. CUBIC FORTRAN

CC
THIS PROGRAM IS TD DRAM A PROFILE OF A HDZZLE NITH A SHAPE

C DESCRIBED BY THE EQUATIW:
C Y = A ¤ X H 3
C THE AXES ARE ROTATED TO GIVE ZERO SLOPE AT THE EXIT AND
C INLET TO THE WZZLE. INPUT DATA INCLUDES THE EXIT LEPBTH
C AND DEPTH; AND THE LEMBTH OF THE ENTRANIE.
C VARIABLES:
C XEP THE LENBTH OF THE EXIT OF THE WZZLE !M)
C YEPP THE DEPTH OF THE EXIT OF THE WZZLE !M)
C THETA THE AHINT OF ROTATIW OF THE AXES IDEG)
C XIP THE LEFGTH OF THE INLET OF THE PUZZLE (M)
C YIPP THE DEPTH OF THE INLET OF THE WZZLE !M)
C SCALE SCALIN3 FACTOR FOR INLET/EXIT DEPTH
C )0|ZHIT HEIGHT OF THE }UZZLE INLET IM)
C XNDIID HIDTH OF THE PUZZLE INLET (M)
C AI COEFFICIENT A IN THE ABOVE EÜJATICN FOR THE INLET
C AE COEFFICIENT A IN THE ABOVE EGJATIGI FOR THE EXIT
C YEP VALUE OF Y IN THE ROTATED E$|ATIG{ AT X=XEP FOR EXIT; (Hl
C !YEPP IS IBED AS A SCALIN3 FACTOR FOR GRAPHIN3)
C XXE X VALUE FOR EXIT IN THE ABOVE EMJATIGI !DIMEP$ICNED) IM)
C YYE Y VALUE FOR EXIT IN THE ABOVE EGUATION !DIMEN$IG¢ED) (M)
C XXEP X VALUE FDR EXIT IN THE ROTATED EGUATIW IDIMEPSICNEDI (M)
C YYEP Y VALUE FOR EXIT IN THE ROTATED EGJATI® !DIME}BIONED] (M)

CREAL XXE!51);YYE!51)•YYEP!51)»)0(EP!51]•XXI!510)»XXIP!51l»YYI(51)
D»YYIP!51]»XE!51);XI!51l•YE!51)•YI!51)•XH!51)»ARCE!51],ARCI!51)

REAL XNAG1101); YNAG1!101)• YNAG2!101)
CC

READ INPUT DATA

CREAD!10>111) XEP•YEPP •xIP•YIPP;XLE%•YLE%•TMETÄ;)GlÜ!ID »XNZHIT
111 FORMAT!25X»F10.5)

CC
HRITE INPUT DATA

C300 HRITE!2D;112] THETA•XEP»YEPP•XIP»YIPP»XLEN5»YLENG»XNZ•!ID>XNZHIT
112 FORMAT! ' THE VALUE OF THETA IS: '»F10.5•/•' THE EXIT LENGTH IS: '•

DF10.5•/•° THEEXIT HEIGHT IS:';F10.5•/»° THE INLET LENGTH IS: '»
DF10.5•/•° THE INLET HEIGHT IS:'»F10.5•/;° THE VALUE OF XLEPß:'
D•F10.5•/•' THE VALUE OF YLEW IS:'•F10.5»/p' THE LDZZLE NIDTH IS
D:';F10.5•/a' THE PUZZLE HEIGHT IS:'»F10.5)

CC
CCNVERTILB THETA TO RADIANS
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' I’ I
I

THETA=THETA*3.141592654/180.0
CC

DETERHINING NOZZLE EXIT DEPTH AND LENGTH
CYEP=(-2.0*XEP*SINlTHETA)J/(S.0*CO$(THETA)+SIN(THETA]*TAN(THETA))

XEL=XEP*CO$ITHETA)•YEP*SIN(THETA)
CC

DETERMINING NOZZLE INLET HEIGHT AND LENGTH

CYIP=(-XIP/3.0*COSlTHETA)*TANlTHETA)+XIP!SIN(THETA)l/lCOS(THETA)+
OSIN(THETA]*TAN(THETA]/3.0)
XIL=-XIP*COS(THETA)-YIP§$INlTHETA]

CC
DETERMINING CONSTANT VALUE "A" IN CUBIC EGUATION FOR EXIT AND INLET

C äiii¥*ä***ääx¥*äx*ä*ä*ääääää*äiäääxxää*iääiä*ääxääxääääääääääääääüüäää
AE=TAN(THETAl/3.0/XEL**2
AI=TAN(THETA)/3.0/XIL**2

CC
HRITING CALCULATED VALUES

C ääääää***¥***äQi*ä{iQ*¤l*ä§iä*iäiiäü*ixiääiäääääiäiäääiiäääüiäääääääiä
HRITE(20»114) AE »XEL»YEP»AI »XIL•YIP

114 FORMAT(' THE VALUE OF AE IS:'•F10.5•/»° THE VALUE OF XEL IS';F10.5O;/;' THE VALUE OF YEP IS:°•F10.5»/p' THE VALUE OF AI IS:';F10.5Ga/•° THE VALUE OF XIL I$:';F10.5»/»' THE VALUE OF YIP IS:'•F10.5]
C {{{iii**{{**{**ll!{*{lll{§***§¥*§§§***l¥*********§*§***l§¥**§*¥¥§*****C CALCULATING X AND Y VALUES FOR NOZZLE EXIT• UNROTATED
C lxiii*ää*ääääääx!üiä*äii{{Qäääii**ääiäQiiääiiiäüäüääiiääiiäiiäiäääääää

DO 20 I=1•51
XXElI)=lFLOAT(I·1)]*XEL/50.0
YYEII]=AE*XXEII)*XXElI)*XXE(I)

CC
CALCULATING X AND Y VALUES FOR NOZZLE EXIT; ROTATED

CSCALE=YEPP/YEP
XXEP(I)=XXE(I)*COS(THETA)+YYE(I)*SINITHETA)

20 YYEPII)=(·XXE(I)*SIN(THETA]+YYElI)*COS(THETA]]*SCALE
C !¥**Nä§**ää*ää*ää*äx¤Qääääx¤¤*äxäxx*i**ä*****äääxäxääääääxäääääiääiüää
C CALCULATING X AND Y VALUES FOR NOZZLE INLET; UNROTATED AND ROTATED

C$CALE=YIPP/YIP
DO 21 I=1•51
XXIII]=(FLOAT(I—1]]*XIL/50.0
YYIlI)*AI*XXIlI)*XXIlI)*XXIlI)
XXIPlI)=XXIlI)*COS(THETA)+YYI(I)¥SIN(THETA)
YYIP(I)=(—XXIlI]*SINlTHETA]+YYIlI)*CO$lTHETA))*$CALE
XIII)=XXIPiI)*COS(THETA)·YYIPlI)*SIN(THETA)

21 YI(I)=XXIP(I)*SINlTHETA)+YYIP(I)*COSlTHETA)
CC

REASSIGNING VARIABLES
C §****§***§***************{*iiäläiiii!{li!l*älüiii*****l*l*§*****§l*l*§

XXEPL=XXEP(51)
XXEPO=XXEP|1l
YYEPL=YYEPl51)
YYEPO=YYEP(1)
HRITEI20»113] XXEPL•XXEPO»YYEPL•YYEPO

113 FORMATl° THE LENGTH OF XP IS:'»F10.5;/•° THE START OF XP IS:'»F10.
35;/•' THE LENGTH OF YP IS:'»F10.5»/;' THE START OF YP IS:'»F10.5)

115 FORMAT(' THE LAST XP VALUE IS:°•F10.5»/;‘ THE FIRST XP VALUE IS:°•
OF10.5•/•' THE LAST YP VALUE IS:'»F10.5»/•' THE FIRST YP VALUE IS:'

CC
THIS PART IS USED TO EVALUATE A DIFFERENTIAL EGUATION USING THE

C RUNGE·KUTTA METHO0.
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C VARIABLES:
C XK1 FIRST EVALUATIGJ
C XK2 SECCND EVALUATICN
C XK3 THIRD EVALUATIG{
C XK4 FGJRTH EVALUATIUI

CARCEl1)=0.0
DO 180 I=2;51
XHl I )=XXElI )—XXEl I-1)
CALL FlNCTlXXElI·1);AE;DXDY)
XK1=XHl I )·¤·0XDY
CALL FlR·£TlXXElI-1)+0.5*XHlI);AE;DXDY)
XK2=XHl I )*DXDY
CALL Flk£TlXXElI—1H0.5·¤XHlI);AE;DXDY)
XK3=XHlI)*DXDY
CALL FlIKITl)O(ElI-1)+XHlI);AE;DXDY)
XK4=XHlI]*DXDY

180 ARCElIARCIl1)=0.0

DO 170 I=2;51
XHlI)=)¢XIlI)-XXIlI—1)
CALL FL!$TlXXIlI-1);AI;DXDY)
X!(1=XHl I )*DXDY
CALL FL\lZTlXXElI-1H0.5*XHlI);AI;DXDY)
XK2=XHt I 1¤0XDY
CALL FlI·KZTl)0(IlI—1H0.5·I·XHlI);AI;DX‘DY)
X|(3=XHl I )·¤·DXDY
CALL FUNCTl)0<IlI-1)+XHlI);AI;DXDY]
XK4=XHl I )*DXDY

170 ARCII I )=ARCIl I·1 Hl XK1+2. 0*)0(2+2.0*XK3+)0(4 )/6.0
WRITEl21;124) XNZWID;XNZHIT

124 FORMATl * THESE VALUES ARE THE PHYSICAL DIMENSIGIS OF THE PIECE OF'
8;/;' SHEET METAL TO BE CUT UJT. THE ARC LENSTH REPRESENTS';/;' THE
8 LEPIFTH OF THE METAL; AND "WIDTH" IS ITS';/;' WIDTH. ALL DIMEISIIN
85 ARE IN METRES.';/;° THE INLET PUZZLE WIDTH IS: ';F10.5;/;' THE IN8LET PDZZLE HEIGHT IS: ' ;F10.5;//;8X; 'AXIAL ARC METAL' ;/;7 I
8X; ° LEMSTH LEWTH WIDTH ' ;/)DO 200 I=1;51

200 WRITEI 21;122) I;XXEPlI );ARCElI l;YYEPlI]
122 FORMATlI5;3F10.3)

CC
CGNERTING AND PUTTIFG THE NBZZLE VALUES IN ANJTHER FILE FOR NAGPLOT

CDO
251 I=1;51

XNAGl I )=XXIPl 52-I H1.80
251 YNAG1lI)=YYIPl52·I Hl2.421—0.385)

DO 252 I=52;101
)0IAGlI]=XXEPlI•50H1.800

252 YNAG1lI)=YYEPlI·50 Hl2.421~·0.385)
DO 253 I=1;101 . I253YNAG2lI)=2.421—YNAG1lI)C

235 WRITEl22;125) XXEPlI);YYEPlI);XXIPlI);YYIPlI) IC 125 FORMATl4F10.5] IWRITEl22;126) lXNAGlI);YNAG1lI);YNAG2lI];I=1;101) I126 FORMATl3F10.5) IC IC WRITING HEADIMBS FOR PLOTTED VALUES I
C I

WRITEl20;116) ·116 FORMATl ' THESE VALUES ARE THE PHYSICAL DIME}SIG4$ OF THE MJäLE;'/ ·8* FOR EXIT AND INLET; USDG ROTATED AXES';/;' XElM) YEl '8M) XIlM) YIlM)' ) I
I

. ° I
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DO 120 I=1;51 ~
120 HRITEl20•118) I•XXEP(I)9YYEP(I)•XXIPlI)9YYIP(Il

NRITE(209119)
119 FORMATI/;° THESE VALUES ARE THE PHYSICAL DIMENIONS OF THE NON—ROT

DATED AXES•'9/»' HHERE Y = A!X**39 FOR EXIT AND INLET.';/,'
DXEIIN) YE(IN) XIIIN) YI(IN)')

118 FORMAT(I5•4F10.5)
DO 190 I=1951

190 HRITEl209118] I9XXEII]•YYE(Il9XXI(I]•YYI(I)
DO 130 I=1•51

130 NRITE(20;118) I•XElI)•YE(I)9XI(I)•YI|I)
HRITE(20•121)

121 FORMAT!/9° THESE VALUES ARE THE GRAPH COORDINATES FOR THE ROTATED
DAXES•°/' FOR EXIT AND INLET.'»/9' XEPIIN) YEPIIN) XIP(IN3) YIP(IN)')

C ¤xäxää*xxääxxaxxxaäxääia!iixua!äääxää*äxiääiii!¤§¤ä¤**&¤¤¥¤**&¥&***¤**
C SCALING X AND Y VALUES
C

SO 1*1951
XXEP(I)=SCALE!lXXEP(I))
YYEPlI)=SCALE*|YYEP(I))
XXIP(I)=$CALE*(XXIP(I))
YYIP(I)=SCALE!lYYIP(I))

CC
NRITING DATA TO BE PLOTTED

C30 NRITE(20;118l I•XXEP(I)•YYEP(Il9XXIP(Il9YYIP(I)
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE FUNCT(X•A•DXDY]

C l*fü*****§*{{l§¥**¥iäälliäI****lll*lif}!lä{{ä{älääläiiääiäälääliäliiää
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS FOR CALCULATIN8 THE VALUES FOR USE IN THE
C RUNGE·KUTTA METHOD.
CDXDY=(1.0+9.0*A*A*X¥X*X*X)**0.5

RETURN
END
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CC
PERFORATED PLATECALIBRATIQQCC

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE VELOCITY GIVEN THE TEMPERATURES it
C AND VELOCITY PRESSURE. THIS IS CGNERTED TO A FLONRATE AND CG1PARED *C TO PRESSURE DROP ACROSS THE PLATE. THE PRESSURE DROP TO CCNVERTED *C TO N)MINAL PRESSURE TO PROPERLY CG1PARE DIFFERENT TESTS. ·¤·
C CALCULATIIIS ARE DGIE IN ENGLISH LNITS; AND CG4VERTED TO METRIC J!C LNITS FOR PRINTINB. ·¤·
CC

VARIABLES:
C BP BARIMETRIC PRESSURE
C R GAS CONSTANT FOR AIR = 53.35
C VP VELITIY PRESSURE IDIMENSIGED)
C RHO DENSITY OF ATTDSPHERIC AIR
C BPN NDMINAL BAROMETRIC PRESSURE: *29.921 IN HG.
C TDBN NMINAL DRY BUL8 TEMPERATURE• * 68 DEG F.
C TPBN PGIINAL NET BULB TEMPERATURE• * 55 DEG F.
C AREA CROSS—SECTIONAL OF N)ZZLE (UTLET
C RHW DENSITY OF AIR AT NOMINAL ATIÜSPHERIC CGOITIGS
C SP MEASURED PRESSURE DROP IDIMENSIGQEDJ
C SPC CGNERTED PRESSURE (DIMENSIONED]
C JR READ FORMAT NIßER l11»12)
C JN NRITE FORMAT NRBER l21p22)
C JNSAS NRITE FILE FOR SAS INPUT DATA (MEASURED VALUES)
C JNSASC NRITE FILE FOR SAS INPUT DATA ICIIIVERTED VALUES)
C CP PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
C RE REYN)LDS NIBER
C XM MACH NIBER
CREAL TDB(100•2)» T!B(100•2)» SPl100•2)• VP(100»2l•RPM(100»2)

REAL BP(100;2)• G(100•2l• SPC(100•2)• M2); 8(2)• AC(2]• BCl2)
REAL REl100•2)• CP(100•2)» XM(100•2)» CPEOl100•2)» CPCÜNl1DÜ•2)
INTEGER N(2)
DATA A/-0 . 01375288•-0 . 00475225/
DATA AC/-0 . 01358018• -0 . 00488709/
DATA 8/0 . 00157970 •0 . 00165048/
DATA BC/0.00169191;0.00168978/

CC
** ASSIGNIN3 DEFAULT VALUES FOR PLOTTING

CDO
105 I*1•58DO 106J*1»2RE(I»J

)=—1000.0
CPlI•J)=-1000.0106
XM(I•J )=-1000.0
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105 CONTINUE
UÜ 15O J=1,2
JR=10+J
DO 100 I=1•1000
READlJR•101) $P(I•J)»RPH(I9J)•VP(I•J)•TDB(I•J)•TÜB(I•J);BP(IpJ)

.CC

ll CORRECTING VELOCITY PRESSURE FOR HICROMANOMETER

CVP(I;J)=2.0*VP(I;J)
CC

** TERNINATING “READ" STATEMENT AT END OF DATA SET

CIF(SP(I»J).LE.0.0] GOTO 110
100 CONTINUE
110 N(J]=I·1
150 CONTINUE

CC

** CALCULATING NOHINAL AIR DENITY
CR=53.35

BPN=29.921
TDBN=68.0
11BN=55.0
PEN=2.96*THBN*TNBN/10000.0·1.59*THBN/100.0+0.41
PPN=PEN·BPN*I(TDBN•THBN)/2700.0]
RHON=70.73*(BPN·0.378*PPN)/R/(TDBN+459.7)

C §liQääü*ä*xxäääää****äääxx¤Qääää*ää*{ääääääääääääiüäiääxäiääiäiaääääää
C ** CALCULATING ACTUAL AIR DENSITY AND FLONRATE
COO Z50 J=1»2

DO 200 I=1»NIJ]
TDB(I•J)=THERM(TDBlI•J)]

200 TNBlI»J)=THERMITNB(I•J)]
DO 300 I=1•N(J]

PP=PE-BP( I ;J )*( (TDBI I•J )—TPB( I 1J] )/2700.0]
RHO=70.73*(BP(I•J)—0.378*PP)/R/(TDB(I•J)+459.7)
V=1096.0*$QRT(VP(I•J]/RHO)
AREA=0.886*0.883/0.0254/0.0254/läß.0
QlI•J)=V*AREA/2118.8

CC
ää DETERMINING PRESSURE COEFFICIENT• REYNOLDS AND MACH NUBERS

C äüQi{ääää**xxääääääää*x¤¤äää¤ä*¤*iii*ä¥ääääääxääääääääääxiiäääääxxääää
CPlI•J)=SP(I•J]*5.1985/0.5/RHO*32.174*3600.0/V/V
XMU=0.000001*(11.00+0.018*TD8(I;J)l
RE(I;J)=V/60.0/12.00*RHO/XMU
XH(I•J)=V/60.0/SGRTI1.400*BPlI•J]*2116.4/29.921/RHO*32.17§)

CC
ll CONVERTING CP TO PROVIDE A CONSTANT VALUE FOR OUTLIER CALCULATION

C {{{{l*l{{***äl*ä{ii{***{*{{{{¥*{ll*{**§*****§¥¥***§§§¥***¥**%***¥*****CPEGII»J)=0.98260464¤($QRT(196.0·(RE(I»J)/9333.0-3.0)**2)-12.0)
CPCONV(I•J)=2.0*CPlI»J)/CPEGlI»J)

CC
li CONVERTING MEASURED STATIC PRESSURE DROP TO NOMINAL VALUE

CSP(I•J)=SP(I•J]*248.8
SPC(I•J)=SP(I•J)*RHON/RHO

CC

** HRITING OUT DATA FOR SAS FILE (PRESSURE DROP AND FLONRATE)
CV=V/60.0/3.28084

RHO=RHO*16.018
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HRITE(50r161) alIrJ)r$PlIrJ)rRMOrVrRElIrJ)
161 FORMAT!F10.5»F10.5rF10.5rF10.5rF10.2)

JN$A$=J+30
NRITE(JN$ASr151) SP1 I rJ ) rql I 2J]
JH$ASC=J+<•0
HRITE(JHSA$C•151) $PC(IrJ)rG(I•J) —

151 FORMAT(F10.5;F10.5)
C äxääixäxxäaäuuääxääxäxxäiäuääääuääxxääiääiäääääuäääuuäxäänxxääääääääxä
C ** USING THE ESTIMATES OBTAINED FROM SAS (ABOVE)
CC

PCAL=AlJ)+B(Jl*Q(IrJ)**2
C PCALC=AC(J)+8C(J)*GlIrJ1**2
C JN=J+20
C NRITE(JNrI21] PCALrPCALCr$P(IrJ)r$PC(IrJ)rQlIrJ]
C 121 FORMAT(4F10.5•F10.1)

500 CONTINUE
250 CNTINUE

CC
** HRITING OUT DATA FOR PLOTTING IPRESSURE DROP AND FLOHRATE)

CHRITE(20•141) I(RE(IrJl•CPlIrJ)•XMlIrJ)rJ=1r2)rI=1r58)
161 FORMATIF10.2•2F10.5•F10.2•2F10.5)

HRITEI50•507) ((RE(IrJ)rCPlIrJ)rI=Ir58)rJ=Ir2)
507 FORMATIF10.2•F10.5)

HRITEl22r151) [($P(IrJ)r$PC[IrJ)rQ(IrJ)rI=Ir58)rJ=IrZ]
151 FORMAT(5F10.5)

C HRITEI ZU r5U6) ÜÜCPI I rJ ) rCPEQ( I rJ ) rCPCGN( I rJ)rI=1 r5s 1 rJ=I rz]
C 506 FORMAT(5F10.4)

STOP
END

CC
** CONVERTING TEMPERATURE FROM KILO·OHMS TO DESREES FAHRENHEIT

CFUNCTION THERMITJ
A1=-1926.525+2788.188*T+208.8876*T**2
IF (A1)500»500»501

300 A1=0.0_ 501 THM=14.01179*T+86.25155Z·$GRTIA1)
THERM * 1.8*THH +52.0

RETURN
END
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CC
li THIS PROGRAM IS USED FOR THE CALIBRATION OF THE RESISTANCE PLATES.

C lä IT PRODUCES THE FLOHRATE-PRESSURE DROP CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE
C ** RESISTANCE PLATES.
CDIMENSIONDIMENSION

$PC(100•30)•SPCCl100»30)
DIMENSION $PCH(100»30)•$PCCMl100»30)
DIMENSION REYN(100»30); CP(100•30]• XM(100•30l» RHOCMISO)
DIHENSION GFH(100•30]• V(100•30)• XHUl30)• RHOAM(S0l» RHOBH(30)
CHARACTER * 12 OPEN
CIWMON/EQZ/PDI•Y;D6•RHX•EN»B»TDBD
INTEGER PCODE
EXTERNAL CFACT

CC
READING IN NUMBER OF DATA SETS; NOZZLE INLET AND EXIT DIAMETER$»

C AND THE COLLAR NUMBER
CREA0l 9•1) Ünßqyßßßß1 FORMAT!NRITE(12•124) NN

124 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF DATA SETS:'•4X•I5)
DO 102 JJ=1•NN
READ( 992] OPEN•TDBA •T1'BÄ •RHOB •NP

2TDBA=THERM(TDBA)
TNBA=THERMlTNBAl
T¤BD=TDBA
DO 15 I=1>NP
READ(9•3) FSII»JJ);SP(I•JJ)»PDlI»JJ)»$PCII»JJ)

3 FORMAT(F10.2;3F10.5)
15 CONTINUE

PI=3.141592654
A6=PI§((D6/12)**2)/4.
NCODE=1
PCODE=0
GAMMA=1.4
PVR=0.
PT1=0.
PT3=0.
IOCODE=0
N=1

DETERMINE THE SPECIFIC VOME OF THE AMBIENT
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J=0
RH=T!BA

CH! CGNERT BARCMETRIC PRESSURE FRG1 IN HG T0 PSI sau

RHOB=RH®·!].4 . 696/29 . 92].
CALL P$YCH(TDBA•T1ÜA•TDP •RH »H »N•PV•PSÜB•P$DB•$PV»RHx•J]
CALL PSYCHI 68.0,55.0sTDPC,RHC,HC ,|C,PVC,PS1BC,PSDBC,SPVC ,14.696,0)

C!!! CALCULATE THE DENSITY OF THE AIBIENT AIR . uu-!

RHOA = 1 . 0/SPV
RHOC = 1.0/SPVC
DU 10 I*1 •NP

Cl-!-I CALCULATE THE DENSITY OF AIR IN THE DLIZT DR CHA1BER . uu-!

RHX= RHOX1RHOA •TDBA •TDBD »$P1 I •JJ l •RH(ß)

C!!! CALCULATE ALPHA RATIO. usa

R=53.35
A* ALPHAl PD1 I •JJ ) •TDBD

CALCULATE BETA RATIO. uu!

B= BETA1 D6 ;04»PCDDE ]

CALCULATE EXPANSIW FACTOR . st-uu

Y= YFACT1GAH1AsA»B)

C!!! CALCULATE ENERGY FACTOR . uuu

EN=E1MZOOE •PVR ;N•PCODE 1

CH! CALCULATE REYLDLDS MIBER AND DISCHARGE CDEFFICIENT. H!

C1=0 • 945860929
C2=C1+0.01
$TEP=0 . 0005
PDI=PD1 I •JJ)
CALL ZEROUTI C1•C2 •STEP•CFACT)
C=l C1+C2 )/2. 0
VI$6=VISCO( TDBD l
RE=REY( C;D6 ,VI$6 ;Y pPD1 I ;JJ ];RHX;EN;B)
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C*** CALCUATE FLUG RATE FOR A DUCTED NOZZLE

.IF!MZOOE !20•20•25 ‘
20 €=GFOUR! C »A6 »Y>POI I aJJ ! •RHX»EN»B!

GO TO 30

Casa! CALCULATE THE FLUG RATE FOR A CHAFBER PUZZLE . as!

25 B ' BFIVE!Y;PD! I »JJ)»RHX•C »A6•N!

C*·I·§ CALCULATE THE FAN FLUG RATE . ast-!

30 RHF = RHO!RHOA•PT1•PT3•RH®•TD8A•IIXIOOE!
0F!I•JJ! = QFAN!G;RHX»RHF)

CWVERT ACTUAL PRESSURE READIMSS TO MXIINALREAOIMSSSPCCI

I •JJ !=$PCI I •JJ )*RH®/RHOA

casa! VA|_UE$ TOMETR1cGFM!

I »JJ )=QF! I ;JJ )/2118.8
V! I •JJ )=QFM! I •JJ )/0 . 34/1 . 16
SPCMI I •JJ !=$PCI I •JJ !*268.8
SPCCMI I •JJ !=$PCCI I •JJ !*26«8.8
RHOAM! JJ !=RHOA*16 . 018
RHXMI JJ !=RHI*16 . 018
RI·I®MI JJ !=RH®*101325 . 0/16. 969

CALCULATETDBAM=I

TDBA·32 . 0 !/1 .8
XII.]! JJ !=0 . 0OOO01*!17. 23+0 . O68*TOBAM!

CALCULATE REYM!LD$ M.I‘BER• PRESSURE COEFFICIENT; MACH MIBER ******
REYNI I aJJ !=RHOAM! JJ )*VI I ;JJ !*0 . 0015/XII}! JJ !
CPI I •JJ !=SPCMI I •JJ !*2 . 0/RHOAMI JJ !/VI I •JJ )/VI I •JJ!
XM! I •JJ !=VI I »JJ !/SGRTI I RH®MI JJ !+$PCM! I ;JJ ! )*1 .600/RHOAMI JJ ) !

PRINT WT THE NECESSARYa,|TPUTC

|GRITE!13,112! SPCM! I•JJ !» RHOAH!JJ!• V! I»JJ)• REYN! I•JJ!
112 FORMAT!F10.3•F10.5>F10.5;F10.3!

10 CONTIMJE
HRITEI 20 •6! K

6 FORMAT! IOX; 'FLUG DATA FOR COLLAR W. ° »I5•//!
NRITE! 10 •5! OPEN

5 FORMAT! ' PHYSICAL SETUP OF COLLAR: ' »A12»/!
NRITE! 10 • 7)

7 FORMAT! ZOX, 'M)ZZLE ' ,8X; 'PDZZLE ' ,8X; 'COLLAR' p/; ' FLUGRATE ' p
86X, 'PRESSURE PRESSURE OIFF. PRESSURE OIFF. ' •/!
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HRITE(10;11) (GFII;JJl;$P(I;JJ);PD(I;JJl;$PC(I;JJ);I=1;NP)

11 FORMAT(F12.6;3F14.5)
HRITE(12;123) NC; OPEN

123 FORMAT(' THESE DATA ARE FOR COLLAR';I2•° ';A12)
HRITE(12;122) NP ·

122 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF DATA POINTS: ';I5)
HRITE(12 9121) (EFH! I •JJ );SPCCHl I »JJ ) ;I=1;NP ]

121 FORMATlF10.5;F10.3)
HRITE(10;8)

8 FORMAT|///)
102 CONTINUE

C HRITE(13;113) ((REYNlI;J);CP(I;J];XM(I;Jl;J=1;NN);I=1;NP)
C 113 FORMAT!F8.3;2F8.5;F8.3;2F8.5;FB.3;2F8.5l

STOP
END

CNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
CNNN ALPHA RATIO CALCULATICN NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
CNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
CNNN NNN
CNNN THIS FACTOR IS THE RATIO OF ABSOLUTE NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE TO NNN
CNNN ABSOLUTE APPROACH PRESSURE. NNN
CNNN NNN

CNNN NNN
CNNN INPUT VARIABLES: NNN
CNNN 1. DELP = PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL ACROSS THE NOZZLE; IN. NATER. NNN
CNNN 2. TDX ¤ DRY-BULB TEHPERATURE IN PLANE ·X; DEGREES FARENHEIT. NNN
CNNN PLANE-X IS PLANE•4 FOR DUCT APPROACH; OR PLANE-5 FOR NNNCNNN CHAMBER APPROACH. NNN
CNNN 3. RHM = FAN AIR DENSITY;IB/CU.FT. NNN
CNNN 4. R = GAS CONSTANT; 53.35 (FT-LB)/(LB R] FOR AIR NNN· CNNN NNN
CNNN NNNCNNN RETURNED VARIABLE: NNN
CNNN 1. ALPHA = DIMENIONLESS. NNN
CNN! NNN I
CNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

FUNCTION ALPHA(DELP;TDX;RHN;R)
F1=5.187NDELP
F2= RHXNRN(TDX+459.7)
ALPHA= 1 - F1/F2

RETURN
END

CNNN DUCT OR CHAMMBER AIR DENSITY NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
CNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
CNNN NNN
CNNN PURPOSE: NNN
CNNN CALCULATES THE DENSITY OF AIR AT PLANE-X. IF THE STATIC NNN
CNNN PRESSURE AT PLANE-X IS LESS THAN 4 IN. HATER; THEN RHN=RHOA. NNN
CNNN NNN

ICNNN NNNCNNN INPUT VARIABLES: NNN
CNNN 1. RHOA = DENSITY OF ATHOSPHERIC AIR;LB/CU. FT. NNN
CNNN 2. TDO = DRY-BULB TEHPERATURE OF ATHOSPHERIC AIR; DEGREES NNN
CNNN FARENHEIT. NNN ICNNN 3. TDX = DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE AT PLANE·X; DEGREES FARENHEIT. NNN
CNNN PLAN·X IS PLANE·4 FOR A DUCT APPROACH; OR PLANE·5 FOR A NNN

I
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Cxxx CHAIBER APPROACH. xxx
CHI! Ö. PSX = FAN STATIC PRESSURE; IN. NATER. xxx
CHI-! 5. RH® I BARGIETRIC PRESSURE; IN. MERCURY. xxx
CHI! xxx

xxx
CHI! RETURNED VARIABLE: xxx
C!-HI 1. RHOX I LB/CU.FT. xxx
C!!! xxx

Fl}€TION RHOXI RHOA•TDO•TDX•PSX»RH®]
F1= ITD04-459. 7 )/I TDX+¢•59. 7)
F2= lPSX+13 . 6S!RH® l/I 13 . 6S!RH®)
RHOX= RHOA!F1!F2
IF (PSX.LE.‘•.0)RHOX=RHOA

RETURN
END

BETARATIOCxxx
xxx

Cxxx xxx
CHI-! INPUT VARIABLES: xxx
C!-!! 1. D6 = DIAMETER OF MZZLE DISCHARGE STATIGMFT. xxx
CHI-! 2. D4 = DIAMETER OF DIXIT PIEZGIETER STATIGMFT. xxx
C**! S. MODE = IDZZLE CODE INOICATIPG DlßT APPROACH OR CHAIBER xxx
C!-!! APPROACH. xxx .
CHI-! A. MODE ¤ D S DIRT APPROACH xxx
CHI-! B. MODE ¤ 1 S CHAPBER APPROACH xxx

CHI! RETURNED VARIABLE: xxx
· CHI-! 1. BETA = DIMENSIXLESS ·l·—l-{

Gxxx xxx

FIIIZTIW BETA(D6•D4»MODE)
IF (MODE) Z•Z•3

2 ¤X=D<•
BETA=D6/DX
RETURN

3 BETA=0
RETURN
END

ßxxx ENERGYFAGTURGxxx
xxx

CHI-! DETERMINE THE VELIITY PRESSURE UPSTREAM OF THE MZZLE AT THE HI-!
CJI-!! STANDARD TRAVERSE STATIGS. SUFFICIENT ACCURACY FOR THIS xxx
CHI-! STANDARD CAN BE ®TAINED FOR SETUPS QJALIFYINS INDER THIS HI-!
CHI-! STANDARD BY SETTINB E=]..D FOR CHAPBER APPROACH; E=1.043 FOR HI-!
CHI-! DUCT APPROACH. xxx

CHI-! INPUT VARIABLES: xxx
CHI! 1. MODE = PUZZLE CODE INDICATIM DLXIT APPROACH OR CHAPBER xxx
CHI-! APPROACH. xxx
CHI! A. MODE = D S DIIZT APPROACH !!!
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C*9 B. PRODE = 1 : CHAIBER APPROACH msss
C*** 2. PVR = AN ARRAY CGJTAINING N VELOCITY PRESSURE READIMBS FRG1 msss
C*** AN IPSTREAH TRAVERSE STATI®. mess
Csessss mess

Cmsss mess
C9* RETURNED VARIABLE: mess
C*** 1. E = ENERGY FACTOR; DIMENSIGILESS mess
Cmess mess

FIRRTIGI E(FRODE;PVR•N•PCODE)
C DIMENSICN PVRIN]
C IF IPCODE) 1•1»2
C
CCCC

9* SIM UP MEASURED VEL®ITY PRESSUREFACTORS.CCC

C PVR1=0.
C PVR2 = 0.
C UC 10 I = 1sN
C PVR1 * PVR1 + PVRII)ms1.5
C PVR2 = PVR2 + PVRtI1ms0.5
C 10 CCNTINJE
C E = (PVR1/N)/IPVRZ/N)93
C RETURN

I IF I@ODE]3»3•Ö
3 E = 1.043

· RETURN
4 E = 1.0

RETURN
END

Cssms EXPANSIXFACTQRCssms
mess

Cmsss ssmsC*9 INPUT VARIABLES: *9
C9* 1. GAHIA = RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEAT'S• DIHENSICNLESS. 9*
C*** 2. ALPHA = RATIO OF ABSOLUTE NBZZLE EXIT PRESSURE TO 9*
C9* ABSOLUTE PUZZLE APPROACH PRESSURE; DIHENSIGILESS. *9
C9* 3. BETA = RATIO OF WZZLE EXIT DIAHETER TO APPROACH DIRT mess
C*** DIAMETER• FEET. *9
Csems msss

Cmsss msss
C*** RETURNED VARIABLES : 9*
09* 1. Y ¤ EXPABSIGI FACTOR• DIHEBSIGJLESS. *9
cmsss mess

FINITIW YFACTI GAN1A•ALPHA•BETA)
F1 = GAHIA/(GA1HA•1.)
F2 = ALPHA **l2./GANIA)
F3 ¤ 1. · ALPHA9I(GA|i1A—1.)/GAH1A)
F4 = 1. - ALPHA
F5 = (F1*F2*F3/F4]90.5
F1 = 1. · BETA**¢•
F2 = 1. — IBETA94) * (ALPHA9(2./GAFHAI)
F5 = (F1/FZ)90.5
YFACT = F3*F5
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RETURN
END

REYNOLUS(2***

PURPOSE: ·¤·—¤·¤·
C*** AN APPROXIHATIX FOR THE REYBDLDS MIBER IS DESCRIBED BY THIS mt!
C*¤·¤· FUCTICN. au
¢¤··¤~1I· ¤·¤··¤·
C*** INPUT VARIABLES: x-aus
C*** 1. C ¤ DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTJIMENSIGILESS. ata!-J!
C*** 2. D6 = DIAMETER OF THE DIXZT AT STATIIN 6; FT. an-xa!
C*** S. VIS6 = VISCOSITY OF THE AIR AT STATIGI 6; LB/IFT-SI. ***
C*** 4. Y ¤ EXPANSIGI FACTOR; DIMENSIGJLESS. ***
C*** 5. PD ¤ PRESSURE DROP ACROSS THE MJZZLE; IN. HATER. ¤·-J!-J!
C*** 6. RHOX = DENSITY OF THE AIR AT STATIGJ X; LB/CU.FT. Hä
C*** 7. E = ENERGY FACTOR; DIHENSICNLESS. I·¤··¤·
C*** B. BETA = BETA RATIO; DIMEPSIGGLESS. wu-!
cu! ¤··¤·-1•

RETURNED VARIABLE 2 ***
C*** 1. REY * REYIDLDS NJBER; DIHENSICNLESS. it-xat

FKICTIGI REYIC;D6;VIS6;Y;PD;RHOX;E;BETAI
F1 * 1096./l60.*VIS6I ”
F2 ¤ C*¤6¤Y
FS * (PD*RHOX I/l1.·E*BETA**4I
REY * lF1*FZ*F5**0.5I

RETURN
END

C
FLDIITIGI CFACTICI
cÜ'@/EQZ/PÜ;Y;U6•RI°(•EN;B;TUBU
VIS6=VISCO( TDBD I
RE= REYlC;D6;VIS6;Y;PD;RHX;EN;BI
CNEH= D. 9986-7. 006/( SGRTI RE I I+134.6/RE
CFACT = CNEH-C
RETURN
END

c¤·¤·¤ PLM RATE FOR A ¤L|:TE|) mZZLE

PURPÜSEZ *7***
C*** CALCULATES THE VOLIME FLGI RATE AT THE ENTRANZE OF A DIIITED ***C*** IDZZLE. ***caeaeas

INPUT VARIABLES: ***
C*** 1. C = DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT; DIMENSIGILESS. ***C*** 2. A6 = THROAT AREA AT STATIIN 6; SG. FT. ***
C*** S. Y = EXPANSIW FACTOR; DIMENSICNLESS. ***
C*** 4. PD ¤ PRESSURE DROP ACROSS PUZZLE; IN. NATER. ***C*** 5. RHO4 = AIR DENSITY AT STATION 4; LB/CU.FT. ***(.2*** 6. E ENERGY FACTOR; DIMENSIINLESS. ***
C•t··¤~ll· 7. BETA = BETA FACTOR; DIMENSIGJLESS. ***
CI-!-I *l-I
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aaa:
C*** RETURNED VARIABLE: ·¤~x~x
C*** 1. QFIIJR = VOLIME FU'! RATE AT THE ENTRAMZE OF THE DIKITED 9*
C*** NOZZLE, CFM. aaasCaaar aaas

FLRCTIGI QFUJRIC•A6•Y•PD•RHO4•E•BETA)
F1=1096*C*A6*Y
F2 * (PD/RHO4)90.5
F3 = (1 · E * BETA**4)**0.5
QFOUR=F1¤F2/F3

RETURN
END

caaat FLOH RATE FOR A c|«|ArßER@ZZLEC***

PURPOSE2 *9
C*** 1. Y ¤ EXPANSIW COEFFICIENT; DIMENSIGILESS. xxx
C*** 2. PD = PRESSURE DROP ACROSS NOZZLE; IN. HATER. ¤~¤~1s
C*** 3. RHO5 = DENSITY OF AIR AT STATION 5p LB/ CU.FT. ¤~1at·
C*** 4. C = AN ARRAY OF DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT$• DIMENSIGILESS. 9*
C*** 5. A6 =THROAT AREA AT STATIW 6 • $Q.FT. 9*

caaas ¤~¤··¤·
C*** RETURNED VARIABLE: *9
C*** 1. QFIVE = VOLIME FLO! RATE AT THE ENTRAICE OF NIZZLEISI HITH *9
C*** A CHAIBER APPROACH» CFM. 9*
Cxaat aaa!

FUÜTIT GFIVE(Y•PD•RHO5•C•A6•Nl
DIMENSIN C(N)•A6(N)
SIM = 0.
UO 10 I=1»N

SIM = SIM + C(I) * A6(I)
10 CUITINJE

F1 = 1096 ä Y
F2 = (PD/RHO5)90.5
GFIVE = F1 * F2 * SIM

RETURN
END

ßaaat FAN AIRDENSITYC***

PURPOSE: *9
C*** 1. RHOA = DENSITY OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR• LB/CU.FT. 9*
C*** 2. PT1 * TOTAL PRESSURE AT THE FAN INLET; IN. HATER. 9*
C*** 3. TT1 = TOTAL TEMPERATURE AT THE FAN INLET; DEGREES FARENHEIT.***
C*** 4. RHOB = BARCMETRIC PRES$URE• IN. MERCURY. *9
C*** 5. TDBA = AIBIENT DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE; DEGREES FARENHEIT. ***
C*** 6. IOCODE = DLKZT OR CHAPBER SETUP CODE. ***
C*** A. IIODE = 0 : PT1 = 0. AND TT1 = TDBA 9*
C*** B. IOCODE = 1 2 PT1 = PT3 AND TT1 = TDBA 9*
maae aaa!
C*** RETURNED VARIABLE: *9
C*** 1. RHO = FAN AIR DEN$ITY• L8/CU.FT. 9*
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FUNCTION RHO(RHOA;PT1;PT3;RHOB;TDBA;IOCODEI
IF IIOCODEI 1;1;2

1 F1 ¤ (PT1 + 13.63 I RHOBI/(13.63 I RHOBI
TTI = TDBA
F2 F (TDBA + 459.7)/(TT1 + 459.7)
RHO ¤ RHOA I F1 I F2

RETURN
2 F1 ¤ ( PT3 I 13.63 I RHO8 I/( 13.63 I RHOB I

TT1 = TDBA
F2 * (TDBA + 459.7]/lTT1 Q 459.7)
RHO ¤ ROA I F1 I F2

RETURN
END

¢!!! FAN FLON RATE I{I{{{lällilllällllllüälälüliälllläääääiäilällüääiää

CIII PURPOSE: nä!
CIII FLON CALCULATION FROM THE EGUATION OF CONTINUITY. ää!
c!!! nn!

ßään III
(III-! INPUT VARIABLES: nn!
CIII 1. GX = FAN FLOH RATE AT STATION X; CFM. nn!
CIII 2. RHON ¤ DENSITY OF AIR AT STATION X; LB/CU.FT. nn!
CIII 3. RHO ¤ DENSITY OF FAN AIR; LB/CU.FT. III
Cänn nä!

Cnnä nä!
C*** RETURND VARIABLES: III
CIII 1. QFAN ¤ FAN FLON RATE; CFM. III
cn!-n nä!

FUNCTION GFANlGX;RHON;RHOI
QFAN * BX I RHOX / RHO

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ZEROUTKA; B; EPS; FUNCI
C UPDATE 8/17/76.
C RANGE SELECTOR ADDED.

REAL In M
IC = 0
D = B — A

20 CONTINUE
IF(IC.GE.50I GO TO 30
FA = FINIIAI
FB = FLIIHB)
FC = FA
C = A
IF(SIGN(1.;FBI.NE.SIGN(1.;FCII GO TO 1
IC = IC + 1
IF(ABSlFAI.GT.ABS(FBI] GO TO 21
B = A + tz¤EP$)
A = A - D
GO TO 20

30 CONTINUE
HRITE(9;100) IC;A;B;FA•FB

100 FORMAT(1X;°ZERDUT CANT FIN0 A RANGE IN';I2;° ITERATIONS; LIMITS
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$=';2F12.6;' FIIIZTICN VALUES = ';2F12.6)
RETURN

21 CGITIMJE
A = B ·- (2*EPS)
B = B + D
GO TD 20

1 IFIABSIFC) — ABSlFB)) 2; 3; 3
2 C = B

B = A
A = C
FC = FB
FB = FA
FA = FC

3 IFlABSlC—B)-2.*EPS) 12;12;4
4 M=(C+B )/2.0

DIV=FB-FA
IFlDIV.EG.0.) GO TO 7
CALL OVERFLIIREG)
I=( B—A )*FB/DIV
CALL OVERFUIREG)
IF(IREG.NE.2) M TO 7

5 1 = -1 + B
CHINT=(B-I)¤lM•I)
IFTCHINT) 8; 8; 7

7 I = M
8 IF(ABS(B—I) • EPS) 9; 10; 10
9 I = SIGNI1.;(C·B)) ! EPS + B

10 A = B
B ¤ I
FA = FB
FB = FIRIZIBI
IFlSIGNl1.;FB) - SIGN(1.;FC)) 1; 11; 1

11 C = A
FC = FA
GO TO 1

12 A = IC + B)/2.0
FA = FLRIZIA)
IF(SIGN(1.;FA).EG.SIGN|1.;FB)) B=C
RETURN
END

FUCTIW VISCOIT)
REAL VISCO

VISCO=( 11.00+0. 018*T )!1E-06
RETURN
END

SIBRGJTINE PSYCHITOB;TIB;TOP;RH;EN'TH11;HUAB8;PV;PS)•B;P$0B;
·¤·SPVOL ;PATM;J) 00004420

C PSYCH IS BASED GI THE EHJATIGB PRESENTE0 BY 00004430. C 0. B. BROG(ER;PROFES$OR 00004440
C OEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EIBINEERIPB 00004450
C MICHIGAN STATE LNIVERSITY 00004460
C LECTURE M).2; INSTITUTE FOR SIHJLATIGJ OF CMLIPB AND DRYIN3 OF AG 00004470
C PRODUZTS; NOVEMBER 2-4;197D 00004480

DOUBLE PRECISION M10)
DATA A/ . 3515789002 ; . 24592588002; . 21182069001 ;· . 3414474000 ; 00004500·I· . 15741642D00 ; — . 313295850-01 ; . 386582820-DZ ; — . 249017840·03 ;

I» . 684015590-05 ;0 . 0000/
C J=0;0ATA INPUT IUST BE DRY + NET BULB TEMPERATURES. 00004530
C J=1;0ATA INPUT PUST BE DRY BULB + DEN POINT TEMPERATURES. 00004540
C J=2;0ATA INPUT FIJST BE DRY BULB TEMPERATURE I DECIMAL RELATIVE HIMI 00004550
C J=3;DATA INPUT NJST BE DRY BULB TEMPERATUREI ABSOLUTE HLHIDITY IHUA 00004560
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IF!J.EQ.0.0.AND.TDB.LT.T)B)NRITE! 9;10)TDB•TPB
IF!J.EQ.1.0.AND.TDP.GT.TDB)HRITE! 9»11)TDB•TOP
IF!J.EQ.2.0.AND.R|·|.GT.1.)HRITE!9•12)R1·|

10 FORMAT! ' ' » °TEMPERATURE$ ARE INZINSISTENT HITH PSYC|·|RG1ETRIC CHART00004630
·¤ TEMP. DRY BULB= ' ,E15. 7/' ' p 'TEMP. HET BULB= ' g 00004640
·¤E15. 7»2X» 'COMPUTATION TRIED' ) 00004650

11 FORMAT! 1H p 'TEMPERATURES ARE IMZCNSISTENT HITH PSYCHRGIETRIC ° p 00004660
*' CHART»DRY BULB TEMPERATURE = ' ;E15. 7/1H » 'DEH POINT ‘ p 00004670
*'TEMPERATURE * ' »E15.7;2X• 'CGQPUTATICN TRIED')

12 FORMAT! 1H • 'DECIMAL RELATIVE HLMIDITY I5 REGUIRED FOR PSYCH INPUT»00004690
*RELATIVE HLMIDITY * ' ;E15.7•2X• 'CCMPUTATIWI TRIED' )

TOB=TDB+459.69 00004710
IF! J. E0.0 )T)·B=T)B+459. 69
IF! J . EO. 1lTDP=TDP+459. 69

6C
AT|‘l')$PHERIC PRESSURE FIBT BE FED IN SEPARATELY

6C
PATM=14 .64600004740
P$0B=P$! TDB) 00004750
IF!J.LT.3) GO TO 16 00004760
PV=PATM·¤·! HUAB8/! 0 . 6219+|·lJAB8 ) ) 00004770
M TO 21 00004780

16 CGITINJE 00004790
IF !J-1) 19•101;201 00004800

19 CGITINJE 00004810
I·IVAP=|·|FG! DB) 00004820
P$|•B=P$! TVB) 00004830
B7=0 . 2405·!! P$!B—PATM )/! 0 . 62194*1NAP ) 00004840
PV=B7·¤·! TDB-TIB HPSP8 00004850
K!1NT=0 00004860
0ELTA=1. 00004870

18 X=PV 00004880
B7= . 2405*! PSUB-PATM )¤·! 1 . + . 15577*PV/PATM )/! . 62194·¤·HVAP) 00004890
PV=B7*! TDB—TIB )+P$iB 00004900
Y=PV 00004910
DEL=Y·X 00004920
IF!AB$! DEL).LT.0.1) M TO 21 00004930
KüNT=K!1NT+1 00004940
IF!K!1.NT.GT.20) M TO 21 00004950
IF!DEL) 17•21•20 00004960

17 CGITIMJE 00004970
IF!TDB•671.69) 121•122;122 00004980

122 DELTA=DELTA/2. 00004990
121 PV=PV—DELTA 00005000

M TO 18 00005010
20 CGITINJE 00005020

IF!TOB—671.69) 123•120•120 00005030
123 DELTA=DELTA/2. 00005040
120 PV=PV+DELTA 00005050

GO TO 18 , 00005060
21 CGJTINJE . 00005070

$01:0. 00005080 5
DO 30 I=1;9 00005090 5$!.I1=A! I )*!ALM! 10*PV) )*·!! I-1)+501 00005100 530 CGITIMJE 00005110 5
TDP=$lM+459 .6900005120 ¤
IF !J-1) 25;25•101 00005130 :25 CGITINJE 00005140 „
IF!J.EQ.2)GO TO 35 00005150 ·RI·I=PV/PSDB0000516035
CON'TINUE 00005170 .
HVAPDP=HFG! TDP) 00005180 '
IF!J.EQ.3) GO TO 3600005190Appcndix
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HUAB8=0.6219*PV/(PATH—PV) 00005200 '
36 CONTINUE 00005210

ENTH11=0.2405*(TDB·459.69)+HUAB8§(TDP•491.69)+HVAPOP§HUAB8+0.448 00005220
!*(TDB-TOP)*HUAB8 00005230
$PVOL=53.35*TDB/(144.¤(PATH-PV!) 00005240
TOB=TDB·459.69 00005250
TNB=THB—459.69 00005260
TOP=TDP-459.69 00005270
GO TO 500 00005280

201 PV=RH*PSDB 00005290
GO TO 21 00005300

101 CONTIUE 00005310
DELTA=5. 00005320
IF (J-2) 106;105•105 00005330

106 CONTINUE 00005340
PV=PS(TDP) 00005350

105 CONTINUE 00005360
THB=TDP 00005370
KOUNT=0 00005380

102 PSB=PSlTHB) 00005390
HVAPHB=HFG|THB) 00005400
B7=l0.2405*(PSHB—PATH)¤I1.+0.15577*PV/(PATH)))/(0.62194*(HVAPHB)) 00005410
0EL=P$NB-PV-B7¤lTHB-TDB) 00005420
X=AB$l0EL) 00005430
KOUNT=KOLNT+1 00005440
IFlKOUNT.GT.20) GO TO 104 00005450
IF(X.LT.0.001) GO TO 104 00005460
IF l0EL.GT.0.0) GO TO 103 00005470
TNB=TNB+0ELTA 00005480
GO TO 102 00005490

103 0ELTA=OELTA/2. 00005500
TH=TNB—DELTA 00005510
GO TO 102 00005520

104 CONTINUE 00005530
GO TO 25 00005540

500 RETURN 00005550
END 00005560
FUNCTION HFGIT) 00005670
IFIT-609.49) 1•2•2 00005680

1 CONTINUE 00005690
HFG=1075.8965-0.56983*lT-491.69) 00005700
GO TO 3 00005710

2 CONTINUE 00005720
HFG=(1354673.214-.9125275587*T**2)**.5 00005730

3 CONTINUE 00005740
RETURN 00005750
END 00005760
FUNCTION P$(T) 00005570
REAL*8 AA•BB;CC,0O;EE,FF,GG,RR,L2 00005580
DATA AA»BB»CC»00»EE»FF»GG•RR/ 00005590

ä-.2740552583614256005•.5418960763289505002;-.4513703841126545 00005600
*0-01;.21532119163635440-04,-.46202665681998220-08,.2416127Z098 00005610
*74001;.12154651670605460·02•.3206182232004/ 00005620

L2=lAA+BB*T+CC*T**2+D0*T**3+EE*T**4)/IFF*T—GG*T**2) 00005630
P$=RR*DEXP(L2) 00005640
RETURN 00005650
END 00005660
FUNCTION THERMIT)

A1=—1926.525+2788.188*T+208.8876*T*¤2
IF IA1)300•300•301

300 A1=0 .
301 THH=14.01179¤T+86.231552·$GRT(A11 .

THERN ¤ 1.8*THM +32.
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RETURN
END
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•Append1x D. FIELD FORTRAN

CC
THIS PROGRAH TAKES THE FIELD DATA FRG1 FILES "TEST1 DATA";

C "TEST2 DATA'; ETC.; CALCULATES THE TOTAL FLUG FRG1 BOTH THE
C PERFORATED PLATE AND THE RE$ISTA@E PLATES; NITH THE DIFFERE@E
C ASSLMED TO BE LEAKS.
CC

VARIABLES:
C FN FAN MRBER: I; Z; 3; OR 4
C IFAN = 0 SUPPLY FAN @T CONNECTED
C ¤ 1 SUPPLY FAN COFNECTED
C A CHARACTER VARIABLES FOR INDICATIPS IF THE SUPPLY FAN IS
C COFNECTED
C NS MIBER OF DATA SETS IN THE DATA FILE
C TDB DRY BUL8 TEHPERATURE
C TVB NET BULB TEMPERATURE
C BP BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
C PC PONER CGlSLI1PTI® (CGNTS)
C PAVG AVERAGE PONER CCNSLNPTIW (N)
C CHS RATE OF AIR DELIVERED PER NATT CGBUED (CPS/N)
C @ RESISTG@E PLATE/COLLAR I*l}BER
C SP FIELD STATIC PRESSURE DROP ACROSS RESI$TA@E PLATE
C SPC MMINAL STATIC PRESSURE DROP ACROSS RESISTA@E PLATE
C PP PRESSURE ACROSS PERFORATED PLATE
C COEFF; PONER CALIBRATIX EMJATIIN FOR RESISTA@E PLATES
C FLG€RATE * (COEFF) ! (PRESSURE DROP) JF! PCMER
C PERCNT PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL FLON EXPECTED THRGBH EACH OPEN PORT
C DIST DEVIATIG4 FRG1 IDEAL DISTRIBUTICN

CDIHENSIG{ TDB(10); TTB(1D); BP(10l; PC(10); @(8); SP(8); PP(10)
DIMENSI® COEFF(8); PONER(8); SPC(8); QP(8); A1(4); A2(4); A3(4)
DIMENSION GPP(12);PPC(12); DIST( 12)
CHARACTERJF4 A(6)

C DATA COEFF/8.89736818;8.93103311;8.89655544;8•88607375;
C O8•89829157;8• 90915799 ;8. 91194094 ;8.83722721/
C DATA COEFF/8.84395632;8.89401234;8.844¢•3226;8.87042217;
C 88.86477835;8.89018623 ;8. 91194094 ;8.83722721/
C DATA PGUER/0•56265125;O.57878644;0„58034214;0.57240255;
C OO.57835229;0.58445595;O.56912708;0.58179422/
C DATA PONER/0 . 58224733 ;0 • 59312914 ;0 . S7525538;0 . 57634379;
C 00.57721].53;O.58042228;0„56912718;0.58179454/
CC

HETRIC CALIBRATIGJ; BOTH CALIBRATIGS
CC

DATA COEFF/O„15458401;0.14625929;0.15014193;0.14483758;
C 00 . 14188633 ;0 . 13868738 ;0 . 15137566 ;0 . 13096234/

DATA COEFF/0„131521l5;O.13021348;0„13674926;0.13952726;
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00.I3807927;0.13914901•0.15137566;0.13096234/
C DATA POWER/0.56266553;0.57880094•0.56630972•0.57242071•
C O0.57836814•0.58442054;0.56910403•0.58181686/

DATA PONER/0.58226640,0.59312951;0.57529078;0.57635361•
30.57723179;0.58042739•0.56910403»0.58181686/

CC
THIS NUMBERS ARE THE VALUES FOR THE CONTANTS IN THE EGUATION

C G = A1 + A2*P + A3*P**2C FOR THE 10 AND 15 HP AEROVENT FANS AND THE 7.5 AND 10 HP LONG FANS
CDATA A1/37.85657123•33.43747399•27.31282216•34.13886281/

DATA A2/·5.35295538;·5.03528146••3.21891456»•5.95277016/
DATA A3/-0.82467563;*1.39133090•·0.63144979;-0.93868048/

CC

** READING IN FAN NUMBER; IF CONNECTED• AND NUMBER OF DATA SETS xä
C li!äääxääääxxäääaäxääxääääüäxääääxx***x**ixääääiäääääaxäxääääääääääxxä

READ(10»101) NF; (A(I]•I=1;6)»IFAN•NS»NG
101 FORMAT140X•I5»/»6A¢••16X•I5»/•40X»I5•/»¢•0X•I5•/)

HRITEl20•102) NF: (AlI)•I=1•6)•NS
102 FORMAT(' THIS IS FOR FAN C'»I1•° NITH THE '•6A4•/»° CONSISTING OF'

D,I2;' DATA SETS';/)
· DO 100 J=1•NS

READ(10;151)
151 FORMATI/)

NRITE(20•112)
112 FORMATI' COLLAR';7X;' PRESSURE DROP';20X;'PERCENT',5X;'PERCENT';

D/;' NUMBER°,4X,'HEA$URED°;3X;'CONVERTED',
34X;'FLOHRATE',6X,'TOTAL';5X;'DEVIATION';/,701'—'))

CC

** READING IN TEMPERATURES; BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AND PONER CONSUMED **
CREAD(10•111) TDB(J]• THB(J]• BP(J]» PC(J)

111 FORMAT(40X•F10.3;/•40X»F10.3»/»40X•F10.2a/»40X»F10.1;//)
CC

** READING IN COLLAR NMBER AND ASSOCIATED PRESSURE DROP ui
C lälüääüäxääxääääxxxäxiäüxiääääääääääääx¤ä*{äiiääääiääiääääiiääääääääxä

READ(10»121) lNC(Il•SPlI]•I¤1»NG)
121 FORMAT(IS•8X»F10.3] .

DO 109 I=I»¥ß
109 $P1I)=SP1I)••2¢•8.8

CC

** READING IN PRESSURE DROP ACROSS PERFORATED PLATE **
CIFlIFAN.EB.0) GOTO 104

READ(10•141) PPlJ)
141 FORHATI/•40X•F10.3]

PP(J)=PPlJ)*248.8
GOTO 103

104 READ(10•151)
C li!ä*xä****äx¤ääiä*iQ**ä¤**ää*ää**iääää¤äääii*ääääääääääaiääxääääaäiää
C ** DETERMINING NOMINAL AIR VALUES; AND FIELD VALUES **C l*ää**äääQ**ä*iälää****¥x§&aaanx***xaaaa*¤*xxaiuääuüääiäiiäiiäiiliäääi

103 CALL PSYCI1•20.0»12.778•VSA•101325.0l
RHOC=1.0/VSA
BP(J]=BP(J)*101325.0/29.921
TDBlJ)=THERH(TDB(J))
TNB(Jl=THERMlTNB(J])
CALL PSYC(1»TDB(J]•THB(J]»VSA•BP(J))
RHOA=1.0/VSA

C** DETERMINING INDIVIDUAL AND TOTAL FLOHRATES USING SIMULATORS **Cl! AFTER CONVERTING MEASURED PRESSURES TO STANDARD PRESSURES **
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TOTQP=0.0
II=0
DO 200 I=1»NG
$PC(I)=SP(I)*RHOC/RHOA
IFI$PC(I).GT.25.0) II=II+1
PPCIJ)=PPIJ)!RHOC/RHOA
GP|I)=(COEFF(I))*SPClI)!*POHER(I)
TOTQP=TOTGP+QP(Il

200 CONTINUE
PERCNT=100.0/FLOATIII)
DO 600 I=1;G
QPPlI)=QP(I)/TOTGPl100.0
IF(SPC(I).LT.25.0) 0I$TlI)=0.0
IF($PC(I).GT.25.0) 0I$T(I)=(QPP(I1-PERCNT)/PERCNT¤100.0

600 CONTINUE

C** DETERMINING TOTAL FLONRATE FROM PERFORATE0 PLATE USING P=KG**2
Cl! TO ESTIMATE USING REYNOLDS NUMBER AND PRESSURE COEFFICIENT

HRI1-E(20;131) (ÄlI)•$P(1)•$PC(I)»QP(I]•QPP(I)»Ü1$T(I)•I=1•%)
131 FORMAT(I5•5X•F10•3•ZX»F10.$•1X•F10•5•§(•F7•2»‘I·X•F7•Z]

HRITEl20•181)
181 FORMAT(36X,7('-');6X;6('-'))

NRITE(20•191) TOTQP
191 FORMAT(28X;'TOTAL'•F10.5•5X•' 100.00°)

IF (IFAN•EG.0) GOTO 105
TOTQ=$GRT(IPPCIJI)/1.9188)

¢lll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllll
Cl! DETERMINING TOTAL FLOHRATE FROM PERFORATE0 PLATE USING CP AND RE
Qllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllll

XMU=0.000001l(17.23+0.048¤TDBtJ11
V1=TOTQ

113 V=V1
RE=V*0.0254*RHOA/XMU
CP=1.8308-RE!5.5625E-06+RE*RE*8.5454E—10~RE*RE!RE!1.6679E—14
V1=SQRT(2.0!PP(Jl/RHOA/CP)
IFIABSIVI-V).GT.0.005) GOTO 113
QCPRE=V*0.883*0.886
€LEAK=TOTG·TOTGP
HRITE(20•201) TOTG

201 FORMAT(' TOTAL FLOH FROM PERFORATEO PLATE'»F10.6)
NRITE(20•202) GCPRE

202 FORMATl' TOTAL FLOH FROM DIMENIONALLESS '»F10.6)
NRITE(20•211) GLEAK

211 FORMATl' TOTAL LEAKAGE ';F10.6)
105 CONTINUE

C** DETERMINING TOTAL POHER CONSUME0 AND AIR DELIVERED PER NATT **¢lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
PAVG=PClJ1!5.0!60.0/5.0!2.0
PAVGC=PAVG!RHOC/RHOA
CFM=TOTOP/PAVG
CFMC=TOTQP/PAVGC
HRITE(20;555) PAVG

555 FORMAT(/;° THE AVERAGE PONER CONSUMED DURING 5 MINUTE INTERVAL';
0F10.3; ' H')
NRITEI20;556) PAVG

556 FORMAT(43X;'CONVERTED'•F10.3• ' N')
NRITE(20•557) CFM

557 FORMAT!/;' THE AVERAGE AMOUNT OF AIR OELIVERED DURING INTERVAL';
3F10.7, ' CMS/H')
HRITEl20•558) CFMC
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558 FORMAT(43X•'0GNERTED'•F10.7• ' CNS/N')

0** ESTIMATIW PRESSURE DROP ACROSS FAN BASED NEIGHTED FLONRATE at!
N=0

. DO 300 I=1»N?
IF(SPC(I).GT.0.021) N=N+1

500 0(NTIMJE
TOTP=0.0
TOTPN=0.0
DO 400 I=1•PB

400 TOTPN=( SPO( I )*QP( I ) )/TOTQP+TOTPN
GNGHT=( A1( NF )+A2( NF )*TOTPN/248.8+A3( NF )*TOTPN*TOTPN/61901 . )/2 . 1188
NRITE(20»241) TOTPN

241 FORMAT(/a' NEIGHTED AVERAGE
BASEDNRITE(20»242)GPGHT

242 FORMAT( ' EXPECTED AIRFLIM RATE °»F10.5)
100 NRITE(20»151)

STOP
END

0*** PSYC il

0

0*** SLBRCXJTINE PSY0 CALCULATES THE PSYCHRG1ETRI0 PROPERTIES OF ata!
0*** THE DRYIPG AIR BASED ON THE ASAE DATA SHEET D271.2 IN THE **Catatat AGRICULTURAL EMSINEERIFB YEARBOIX. ata!

0*** RECEIVES: **ßatatat ata!
0*** 1. PDDE ¤ FLAG TO SIGNAL NHICH VALUES ARE TO BE EN- **
0*** TERED. **Catatat ata!
CI!} I 1 THEN DRY BULB AND NET BULB TEHPERATURES li
Catatat ARE TO BE INPUT. ata!
Catatat ·¤·at
Ca!-atx I 2 THEN DRY BULB TEMPERATURE AND HLMIDITY RATIO li
0*** ARE TO BE INPUT. at-!
Catatat at!
0*** 2. P1 = ENTERIPG DRY BULB TEHPERATURE (0). li
catata! li
0*** 3. P2 = NET BULB TEHPERATURE (C) OR HLHIDITY RATIO ata!
Catatat DEPENDI% G) THE PDDE (PDDE). ata!
ßatati ata!
0*** RETURNS: **(Zatata! ata!
0*** PGJT AN ARRAY CCHSISTIPB OF: **¢a!a!a! lä
0*** 1. RH * RELATIVE HLMIDITY (DEC). **catatat ata!
0*** 2. TDP = DEN POINT TEMPERATURE (0). **CI··I··I· ata!
0*** 3. UB I NET BULB TEHPERATURE (0). **catatat ata!

0*** 4. H * HIHIDITY RATIO (KG NATER/KG DRIED AIR)
catatat ata!
0*** 5. HS = SATURATICN PRESSURE (PA). **catatat ¤—at

0*** 6. PV = PARTIAL VAPOR PRESSURE (PA). *·*catatat ata!
0*** 7. PS = SATURATIGJ PRESSURE (PA). **
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C**lI-!

C*** 8. SH ¤ ENTHALPY (J/KG]. xx
CIM-!I!

C*** 9. VSA ¤ SPECIFIC VOLUME (CUBIC M/KG). xx
Cäääli

C
SLBRGJTINE PSYC UÜOC•P1•PZ»VSA•PATM]

C LOGICAL ERROR
C DIMENSION POUT(9)
C DATA PATM/101325.D/
C ERROR=.FALSE.

TE=P1
C P$=PH$l TE l
C HS=0.6219*P$/IPATM•PS)
C GOTO(10•2D)•MODE
C

C** MODE 1 TA•TNBA --—> RH•TDP»TNB•H»HS•PV;PS;$H;VSA **
C
C 10 CONTINUE

Tl·BA=P2
TvB=T1·BA
PSNB=PN(TNBA)
PV=PVNBDB(TE•TNBA•PSNBl

C H=0.6219*PV/lPATM-PV)
C 14 PV=H*PATM/(H+0.6219)
C
Cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C*** IF THE PARTIAL VAPOR PRESSURE IS LESS THAN ZERO AN ERROR **
C*** MESSAGE IS GENERATED. xx
Cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C
C IF lPV.LE.0.0) GOTO 96
C TDP=DENlPV)—273.16
C 16 RH=PV/PS
C 17 SH=ENTHALI M•TOP»TE]” VSA=287.0*lTE+273.16)/IPATM·PV]
C GOTO (90•24•24•Z4)»|I)DE
C

MODE 2 TE•HE ··-> RH•TDP,TNB;H,H$•PV;PS,SH;VSA ¤*
¢xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C
Cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C*** IF MODE = 2 THEN P2 = H (HUMHDITY RATIO) xx
Cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C*** 5. H ¤ HUMIDITY RATIO (DEC). xx
C
C 20 CONTINUE
C I·I=P2
C GOTO 14
C

AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE NET BUL8 xx
C*** TEMPERATURE. xx

C
C 24 JN=0
C TNB=(TE+2.0xTDP 1/3.0
C 26 CONTINUE
C PSNB=PNlTNB)
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C B=BP(P$ÜB•PATM;PV7Tl'B)
C T7B1=TE+| PSPB·PV )/B
C

C**¤· A DIFFEREME OF LESS THAN 0.012 BETNEEN THE PREVIGB NET xx
C*** BULB TEMPERATURE AN0 THE G¢E BEINB CALCULATE0 NET BE ®-· xx
C!** TAINED T0 SATISFY THE CGIVERGEPIE CRITERIA. xx

C
C TPßV=AB$I'|"!B—TPB1)/TVB
C IFlTPCV.LT.0.012) GOTO 28
C

IF THE NIGER OF ITERATI(I{S IS GREATER THAN 10 AN ERROR xx
CHF! MESSAGE IS GENERATEO. xx

C
C JN=JN+1
C IF(JN.LT.10) GOTO 26
C GOTO 96
C 28 TIB=TI·81
C GOT0 90
C 96 CGITINIE
C ERROR=.TRUE.
C 90 CCNTINJE
C

IF THE RELATIVE HIIIIDITY IS GREATER THAN 1.00 IT IS xx
C*** SET EQJAL TO 0.999. xx

C
C IF(RH.GE.0.999) RH=0.999
C POUT(1)=RH
C Pü!Tl2)=TDP
C POUT(3J=TIB
C P¤JT(¢•)=H
C POUT(5)=HS
C PUJTI6l=PV _
C POUT(7)=PS
C PGJT(8)=SH
C PüJT(9)=VSA
C IF(ERROR) GOTO 98

RETURN
C
Cx-xx ERROR MESSAGE IS GENERATE0 IF THE PARTIAL VAPOR PRESSURE xx
C*** IS LESS THAN 0 OR THE NIGER OF ITERATIIIS REGUIRED TO xx
Cxxx CALCULATE THE NET BULB TEMPERATURE IS GREATER THAN 10. xx

C
C 98 NRITE(KlJT»500) !ßDE»JN»P1»P2
C 500 FORMAT(1H0,'**ERROR**PSYC**';2X,'!‘DDE=',I2;2X;'ITER. N).=';IZ,ZX,
C &'P1=';F8.4•2X;'P2=';F8."•)
C NRITEU‘KIJ'I'•501) T'PB•TIB1•TTCV
C 501 FORMAT(2X;°TlB¤';F6.2.2X,'TPB1=',F6.2,2X,'TVCV=' .F8.4)
C RETURN

EN0
C
Cl-xx PWBDB xx

C
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C}!-¤· PARTIAL VAPOR PRESSURE OF AIR IS CALCULATED (ASAE 0271.2) !}

C
C!!} !}
C**! 1. HFGP = LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATIW (J/KG). !!
C}!! }!
C*** 2. TDS * DRY SULB TEHPERATURE (C). !!
C!!! !!
C**! 3. TIB * HET BULB TEHPERATURE (C). }}
C}!} !!
C*** Ä. PSÜB ¤ SATURATIX VAPOR PRESSURE (PA). **1:}}} as!
C*** 5. PWBD8 ¤ PARTIAL VAPOR PRESSURE OF AIR (PA). ·!*

C
FIICTIW PVI‘BDS(TDS»TPB»P$!B)
HFGP=2 . 502553E6-2 . 38576ÄE3*TPB
ARG1=0 . 6219Ä*I·IFGP*PS)‘B-1 . 006925E3!( PSFB-101325. 0 )*( TVB-TDS)
ARG2=0 . 6219Ä*HFGP+156.8Ä88*( PSPB-101325. )*( T)•B-TDS )/101325.
PV)BDS=ARG1/ARG2
RETURN
END

C

PMSC

SATURATIGI VAPOR PRESSURE IS CALCULATED (ASAE 0271.2) **
C

Cas!} ee}
C*** « 1. TC ¤ DRY SULB AIR TEHPERATURE (C). **C}!} !!
C*** 1. PPS * SATURATIW VAPOR PRESSURE (PA). }}
C!}! !}

C
FUCTIW PN$(TC)
T=TC+273.16
ARG1=-27Ä05 .53+97 . 5413*T-0 . 1Ä62ÄÄ*T**2
ARG2=0 . 12558E-3*T**3-0 . Ä8502E -7*T**Ä
ARG3=Ä . 3Ä903*T-0 . 39381E-2!T!!2
P)S=22105650 . *EXP( ( ARG1+ARG2 )/ARG3 )
RETURN
END
F(lCTI® TI··IERH(T)

A1=-1926 . 525+2788. 188*T+208. 8876*T*!2
IF (A1)300•300»301

300 A1=0.
301 THERH=1Ä. 01179*T+86 . 231552··$GRT( A1)

RETURN
END
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